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ABSTRACT
The thesis goal is to develop a computer system for hand printed
digit recognition based on an investigation into various feature
extractors and neural network strategies. Features such as sub-
window pixel summation, moments, and orientation vectors will be
among those investigated. Morphological thinning of characters prior
to feature extraction will be used to assess the impact on network
training and testing. Different strategies for implementing a
multilayer perceptron neural network will be investigated. A high-
level language called MatLab will be used for neural network
algorithm development and quick prototyping. The feature
extractors will be developed to operate on small (less than or equal
to 256 bits) binary hand printed digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).
m
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Glossary
4-connected/neighbor A pixel at coordinate (x,y) is said to be 4-
connected to a pixel located at any of the
following four locations provided they
have the same value: (x+l,y), (x-l,y),
(x,y+l), (x,y-l).
8-connected/neighbor A pixel at coordinate (x,y) is said to be 8-
connected to a pixel located at any of the
following eight locations provided they
have the same value: (x+l,y), (x-l,y),
(x,y+l), (x,y-l), (x+l,y+l), (x+l,y-l),
(x-l,y+l), (x-l,y-l).
activation function An internal neuron function used to map
the sum of the weighted neuron input
values to an output value. Also known as
the transfer or squashing function
adaptive learning rate A factor used in calculating the change of
neural network weights and biases which
is dynamic. The value is determined by
the system error state.
artificial neural networks (ANN's)
A computational network which models
the biological brain by simulating
simplified neuron activity in a highly
interconnected network.
xv
back propagation
batch processing
Bayes decision theory
bias
central moments
chain codes
character recognition
A supervised learning algorithm applied to
multilayer artificial neural networks. The
algorithm propagates the system error
from the output back through the network
to determine the change forweights and
biases.
The modification of neural network
weights and biases following a complete
run through all input vectors.
A statistical approach to pattern
classification which is based on the
assumption that all probability values
associated with the classification problem
are known.
An optional component for the back
propagation algorithm which can increase
the chances of successful learning. Bias can
be implemented by adding on additional
input of a constant value.
A regional descriptor which is normalized
using a "center of
gravity" term.
A sequence of directional codes used to
represent a connected boundary.
A field of pattern recognition dealing with
the processing and classification of
machine and hand printed text.
XVI
classification banding
classification rate
closing
confidence graph
confusion matrix
correlation
A learning phenomena described by the
existence of band of classifications in the
confusion matrix. This gives the
impression that the network is generalizing
like classes together.
The rate by which a neural network
correctly classifies the training vector set.
A basic morphological operator which
smoothes image contours, fuses narrow
breaks, eliminates small holes, and fills
gaps in a contour.
A graph which plots the largest output
node value against the second largest
output node value to indicate the degree of
certainty that a classification is correct.
Amethod of illustrating the classification
results of a neural network. The matrix
indicates which classes had
misclassifications and what these
misclassifications were.
A matching decision-theoretic technique.
In correlation, a sample subimage is
correlated with an image over a region to
determine if the subimage is a class
member of the image region.
xvii
counting index A number determined by evaluating the
ordered set of neighboring pixels for a
specific pattern. Application of the
counting index rule prevents the removal
of pixels which lie between the endpoints
of a skeleton.
decision boundary The boundary between two or more
classifications which defines one
classification from another.
decision functions A function which indicates which class to
decide for every possible observation.
decision-theoretic approach
An approach to pattern recognition which
is based on decision functions. It is
common to determine decision boundaries
between classes based on these decision
functions.
The underlying function of back
propagation which performs error
correction by gradient decent.
A basic morphological operator which
enlarges an
images'
contour based on the
structuring element.
An integer which represents the number of
times the entire training set has been used
by the network for training.
Delta Rule
dilation
epoch
xvm
erosion
error function
error ratio
Euclidean distance
feature
gradient descent
hidden layer
A basic morphological operator which
shrinks an
images'
contour based on the
structuring element.
A conditional average risk function to
determine the cost involved in making
incorrect classifications.
The error ratio impacts both momentum
and adaptive learning rate by establishing
the point by which the system error can
not exceed for a given operation. This
point is determined bymultiplying the
previous system error by the error ratio.
A method to determine a training
patterns'
class by computing a distance measure
based on mean vectors.
A way of describing the outside world to
the input of a neural network.
A method for traversing a solution surface
by searching for a minima value. The
minima value may or may not be the
global minimum.
A layer of neurons which receive input
from prior layers and send outputs to
following layers. This layer is often
referred to as the feature extraction layer.
XIX
image skeleton A maximally thin, connected, minimally
eroded representation of a region obtained
by heuristic formulations of the successive
erosions and openings.
learning rate A constant factor used in calculating the
change of neural network weights and
biases.
learning rate decrement ratio
The factor used to adjust the adaptive
learning rate when the system error
increases beyond an allowed value.
learning rate increment ratio
The factor used to adjust the adaptive
learning rate when the system error is
falling.
A function which determines the cost
associated with misclassification.
An interactive system and programming
language for general scientific and
technical computation.
A term which helps keep a back
propagation network traversing down an
error surface even when a temporary
upward hill is encountered.
loss function
Matlab
momentum
xx
morphology
multilayer perceptron
neuron
opening
pattern recognition
perceptron
posteriori probability
A tool for extracting image components;
boundaries, skeletons, and the convex hull.
These components represent and describe
a regions shape.
A neural network topology containing
several layers of interconnected
perceptrons. Each perceptron is a simple
model of a neuron.
The processing element of neural networks
which affects system behavior. The
fundamental process consists of summing
the weight adjusted inputs and passing the
result through an activation function to
generate neuron output.
A basic morphological operator which
smoothes image contours, breaks narrow
isthmuses, widens holes, and eliminates
thin protrusions.
A study of the processing and classification
of data.
A single, connected neuron able to accept
input and calculate an output.
The likelihood that a classification can be
made correctly given the input to be
classified.
XXI
primitive patterns
priori probability
rejection rate
segmentation
shape numbers
statistical classifiers
string matching
The elementary components of a character
represented by a subset of pixels from the
complete character
The probability based on prior knowledge
of the likelihood for an event to occur
before it occurs.
The number of classifications which are
deemed "unknown" by an ANN system.
Amethod used to separate words and
characters in handwritten text.
A way to compare region boundaries of
two regions by determining the distance
between the degree/order of similarity.
A probabilistic approach to pattern
recognition, used to derive a classification
which yields the lowest probability of
classification error.
A structural method using the
patterns'
shape. A pattern's boundary is coded into
a string of primitive elements, and the
operations/rules governing these
primitives. A comparison of the unknown
character string and a known character
string indicates the number ofmatches and
misses between the two strings.
XXll
structural approach
structuring element
sub-windows
supervised training
syntactic method
thinning
An approach to pattern recognition using
structural relationships inherent in a
patterns shape; shape number, string
matching, and syntactic methods.
The kernel or mask which is used in basic
morphological operations. The results of
these operations is dependent on the
content of the structuring element.
A feature which divides an image into sub-
windows. Within each sub-window a
single integer value represents the count of
all character pixels.
Neural network training where changes in
weights and biases are based on the
difference between the computed output
and the target values.
A set of pattern primitives, the rules which
dictate their interconnection, and a
recognizer used to handle recognition
problems.
A morphological operator used to extract
the skeleton of an image by the removal of
all contour pixels which do not belong to
the skeleton. Thinning can be expressed
by a series of erosions and openings.
xxin
unsupervised training
zero vector problem
Neural network training where changes in
weights and biases are performed without
the knowledge of the correct results.
A difficulty encountered when using the
TanH activation function with a neural
network. For input vectors which contain
all zeros the output of the network can not
be anything other than zero, unless bias is
used to correct for this problem.
xxiv
1. Character Recognition
1.1. Background
Character recognition is an interesting topic, which has been
addressed in many papers. In this investigation, character
recognition is defined as the application of computer technology for
the processing and identification of hand written digits. The subject
of character recognition is a subset of the larger topic, pattern
recognition. Understanding the three steps involved in pattern
recognition is key to the development of a character recognition
system.
In pattern recognition the three steps are described as receiving
data, processing the data to represent distinct classes of patterns, and
recognition and interpretation of the resultant classes. Figure 1-1
illustrates this three step process as it applies to pattern
recognition.[Gonzalez &Woods, Digital Image Processing!
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Figure 1-1 Pattern Recognition Steps
In any automated pattern recognition system several needs must be
met. These include the ability to extract valuable information from a
larger set of information, the process of learning and generalization,
and the ability to fill in the gaps from available information in order
to arrive at a correct classification.
The first step, called low-level processing, requires no extensive
intelligence from the pattern recognition system. This step involves
the acquisition and internalization of input from the outside world.
It is at this stage where analog data is converted into the digital
domain and preprocessing as needed is performed. In a typical
character recognition system this step would involve the capturing of
text and the appropriate filtering to enhance the image. The goal at
this stage is to format captured data in a manner which presents the
best possible image/input data to the next step in the pattern
recognition system.
The second step, intermediate-level processing, extracts the critical
features and components from the previous stage such that the best
possible classification can occur in the next stage. There is a need for
some level of intelligence in order to extract the optimum features
for subsequent recognition. In character recognition the issue of
segmentation should be resolved at this step. Segmentation involves
the separation of individual or groups of text for subsequent
recognition. In addition to separation, small gaps due to scanning or
other causes may need to be bridged. The results from this stage
provide separable representation of the key features for
classification.
The third and final stage represents the high-level processing
involved in pattern recognition and interpretation. At this stage of
analysis a higher level of computation must take place in order to
properly classify the original input. For character recognition this
step may involve the use of a neural network for classification. This
third step represents a more indirect or speculative method of
computation.
Pattern recognition is but a larger topic encompassing character
recognition. Machine character readers were one of the earliest
attempts at pattern recognition [Banks, Signal Processing. Image
Processing, and Pattern Recognitiori. Since these early attempts the
field of character recognition has grown to encompass hand written
characters, multiple language identification, and other far reaching
capabilities.
1.2. Approaches
Most approaches to character recognition can be divided into one of
two broad categories: decision-theoretic approach or structural
approach [Gonzalez &Woods, Digital Image Processing!
1.2.1 Decision-Theoretic Approaches
The decision-theoretic approach applies decision functions to
determine character classification. For M character classes, coi , 002, ...
,(ay[, there must be M decision functions, di (x), d2(x), ..., djyi(x), such
that a pattern x belongs to class coj if the decision function dj(x)
yields the largest value of all decision functions. This approach is
expressed in equation 1-1.
If: dj(x) > dj(x) where i * j for j = 1 to M Eqn 1-1
Then x - Class co;
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 9.3-1, p. 579)
These decision functions result in the development of decision
boundaries which separate the M classes. Four methods are
commonly used for deterrnining these decision boundaries (described
by their associated decision functions). The first method involves
simple matching.
1.2.1.1. Simple Matching
Minimum distance classifiers are one such matching technique used
for decision-theoretic classifying. The Euclidean distance
measurement is a method to determine a training
patterns'
class by
computing a distance measure. For pattern class ok there are Nj
number of training patterns which belong to class ok. Amean vector,
mj, can be computed to represent class coj. Equation 1-2 computes
the mean vector for pattern class a>j. An unknown training pattern,
x, is then introduced to all known mean vectors to find the smallest
absolute difference. Equation 1-3 shows the equation to compute the
Euclidean distance Dj(x).
m,--j-2x Eqn 1-2
JN j xav,
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 9.3-3, p. 580)
D,(x) = |x-m, Eqn 1-3
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 9.3-4, p. 580)
The input vector x is assigned to class ok when the Euclidean distance
to that class, Dj(x), is smallest as compared to all other existing
classes. This measurement takes into account the contribution of all
training patterns belonging to a specific class for determining the
decision boundary. Figure 1-2 illustrates a two-dimensional decision
boundary separating two classes and the Euclidean distance
measurement used to determine the decision boundary.
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Figure 1-2 Example Euclidean minimum distance classifier
1.2.1.2. Correlation
Correlation represents a second matching decision-theoretic
technique. In correlation, the sample subimage is correlated with an
image over a region to determine if the subimage is a class member
of the image region. Figure 1-3 illustrates this technique.
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Figure 1-3 Correlation Technique
Correlation techniques require additional measures to account for
changes in amplitude (brightness of pixels), size, and rotation. These
additional measures significantly impact the system efficiency when
implementing matching via correlation [Gonzalez & Woods, Digital
Image Processing 1.
1.2.1.3. Statistical Classifiers
A third decision-theoretic technique involves statistical classifiers.
This probabilistic approach to character recognition is based on Bayes
decision theory. An error function or conditional average risk
function must first be expressed in order to determine the cost
involved in making incorrect classifications. The conditional risk
R(ajlx) can be expressed in terms of the probability that a pattern x
is associated with class coj in the form p(awlx), and the loss incurred
for taking action aj when the pattern is associated with class aw. The
loss function X,(ajl(oj) must be mimmized to achieve optimum results.
This association is given in equation 1-4.
R(ai x) = 2^(ai ^jjPf^j x) Ecln 1_4
(Duda & Hart, eq. 5, p. 14)
The posteriori probability P(<ojlx) is given by Bayes rule in equation
1-5. This equation represents the relationship of the posteriori
probability P(<ojlx) to the state-conditional probability density
function p(xlwj) multiplied by the priori probability P(ouj) that the
character is of class j all divided by the probability of the vector
input occurring p(x). This is performed over
"s"
classes.
p(x|co )p(to ) s , .
phlx)=
lx\ where p(x)=gp(xh)pN qnl
(Duda & Hart, eq. 3 & 4, p. 14)
Combining Bayes rule with the loss function yields an equation
yielding a decision rule for classifying all known input vectors.
Minimization of the overall risk represented by equation 1-6 is done
by selecting actions a for which R(ailx) is minimum. In this way the
decision boundaries are formed which minimize the misclassification
of characters.
/ \ s / \p(xh)p(a)i)
Eqn 1-6
1.2.1.4. Neural Networks
The fourth and final decision-theoretic technique is artificial neural
networks (ANN's). As opposed to the matching and statistical
methods, ANN training is not simple. In most applications the
statistical properties of the classes are unknown. ANN's rely on the
training to develop separable class regions. An entire chapter which
of this investigation is devoted to the understanding and application
ofANN's.
1.2.2. Structural Approaches
The second broad category of character recognition involves
structural approaches. In a structural approach, a character's shape
is taken into primary consideration. Structural relationships serve as
the basis for achieving character recognition.
1.2.2.1. Shape Numbers
One structural approach uses shape numbers. Using simple 4-
neighbor chain codes, a degree of similarity, k, between two shapes
(xj and X2) can be defined as the largest order where the shape
numbers coincide. Equation 1-7 indicates that the shape number of
order k is the largest order shape number.
S^X^S^X^S^X^S^X;),... Eqn 1-7
(Gonzalez &Woods, p. 619)
A distance measurement can be derived by the inverse of their
similarity as shown in equation 1-8. The smaller the distance
measurement, D(x^,X2) the more similar the two shapes are.
D(x1,x2) = Eqn 1-8x ' k
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 9.4-1, p. 619)
1.2.2.2. String Matching
String matching is another structural method using the patterns'
shape. Each pattern's boundary is coded into a string of primitive
elements, and the operations/rules governing these primitives. A
comparison is then performed between the unknown character and a
known character class. The number of matches between the two
strings are counted, along with the number ofmisses. The number of
10
symbols which do not match is easily obtained in equation 1-9.
Equation 1-9 shows that the number ofmatches subtracted from the
maximum string length yields the number ofmisses.
Misses = max^l^D - Matches Eqn 1-9
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 9.4-3, p. 621)
From this measurement, a similarity ratio can be obtained for every
character compared to the input character, as given in equation 1-10.
A perfect match would be detected for a value of R = oo . The highest
ratio represents the correct classification.
Matches
R = Eqn 1-10
Misses
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 9.4-4, p. 621)
1.2.2.3. Syntactic Method
The third and last structural method is the syntactic method. The
syntactic method utilizes the idea of pattern primitives, the rules
which dictate their interconnection, and a recognizer. Each character
pattern can be divided into several primitive patterns. Once these
primitive patterns have been extracted, a set of rules called a string
grammar is developed during training. The training involves the use
of specific primitive patterns in various combinations to develop the
resultant grammar. A grammar is defined by four distinct elements.
There are sets of nonterminals, tenninals, productions, and a starting
11
symbol. Equation 1-11 illustrates the concept of grammar. The
successful primitive patterns and combinations lead to the
classification decisions.
G = (N,2,P,S) where Eqn 1-11
N = nonterminal set
2 = terminal set
P = production set
S = Starting symbol in N
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 9.4-5, p. 624)
A total of seven approaches have been discussed including four
decision-theoretic and three structural. Debate continues over the
usefulness of each approach for a given application. Understanding
of each approach is important in deciding the direction to take for a
specific application.
1.3. Applications
There are many commercial, industrial, and governmental
applications for character recognition. The commercial sector makes
use of character recognition in a variety of applications. Commercial
banks make use of character recognition in their daily business. The
recognition of account numbers on checks and other documents is
utilized throughout the banking industry. Banking industry
applications are simplified in that they typically involve the
identification of machine printed digits. Personal computer
12
manufacturers continue to improve data entry in the forms of both
hand written data and speech. The latest wave of portable personal
data assistants incorporate hand writing recognition software.
Devices for the blind enable printed text to be read out loud through
the use of character recognition. Applications in the commercial
sector continue to enhance people's lives through the automation of
manually intense data entry/examination and through the enhanced
personal interface for expression and communication.
The automation of data entry is the key application for most
industrial situations. Medical forms have been scanned and
converted into digital information eliminating the need for
painstaking manual data entry. Less critical applications, such as
surveys and questionnaires, benefit from the automation of character
recognition systems.
The government has employed character recognition to aid in the
large amounts of data entry and processing so often found at such a
large scale. The post office has developed systems to automate mail
sorting of zip codes with the realization that a high accuracy rate
may be accompanied by a significant rejection rate. Similar results
are sought in the automation of tax forms, census data, and ballots.
Most governmental applications require a high accuracy rate at the
possible expense of a large rejection rate. This contrasts with the
industrial/commercial sector where a questionnaire does not require
such stringent accuracy as does financial/medical information.
13
1.4. Challenges
Pattern recognition has associated with it two distinct challenges.
The error associated with pattern recognition can take the form of
either rejection or misclassification. Depending on the application,
the rate of rejection versus the percent of misclassification can take
on different meanings. Applications which are not critical in nature
can tolerate acceptable misclassification rate of one percent or less as
long as the rejection rate is low (less than ten percent) or zero. Such
applications become cost effective when the misclassification rate
which is lower than that of human data entry. On the other hand,
applications which are critical in nature require very low
misclassification rates (less than .001%), but may tolerate relatively
large rejection rates. A system may be cost effective at a 50%
rejection rate.
Character recognition has associated with it an additional dimension
of challenges. The origin of the text to be recognized is one of the
challenging aspects of character recognition. Simple machine text
based systems can have a high degree of accuracy. Introduction of
multiple fonts, pitches, and styles introduces an added layer of
complexity. Orientation, skew, and noise are additional aspects that
may need to be addressed at the machine text level.
When the application involves hand written characters another
dimension of challenges emerge. Chief among these is segmentation.
Typical hand writing, even careful printing, tends to flow from one
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character to the next. The ability to segment individual words and
characters poses a distinct challenge in classifying hand written
information. Each unique writing style must be accommodated by
the application system. Even the method by which the individual
generates hand written information (pen/pencil/electronic pen) can
have a distinct effect on how the image is introduced to the character
recognition system.
Scanning of documents, both machine printed and hand written,
introduces additional concerns. Orientation may not be guaranteed
especially in manual scanning operations. The document being
scanned may be skewed when placed on the scanning device.
Distortion from the scanning device is introduced as the analog data
is converted to digital information and as the overlap in common CCD
arrays introduces possible blurring. Additional noise can be
experienced through mechanical vibration, jitter, and optical noise.
The challenges involved in character recognition are not limited to
those discussed. Each application may have with it a unique set of
concerns for accurate character recognition. A systemmust take into
account the source and method by which information from the
outside world is introduced. A generic approach to character
recognition brings with it a loss of efficiency both in terms of training
time and execution accuracy and efficiency. In this investigation, the
decision-theoretic approach of ANN'S was chosen. A deeper
understanding of ANN'S will add insight in the application of
character recognition.
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2. Artificial Neural Networks
2.1. Background and Theory
Artificial neural networks were first proposed by McCulloch and Pitts
in 1943 [Richard J. Mammone, Artificial Neural Networks for Speech
and Visionl. The goal of ANN's is to model the biological brain by
simulating simplified neuron activity in a highly interconnected
network. Neurons serve as the fundamental element in any ANN.
The function of a basic neuron, shown in figure 2-1, is to sum the
values of its inputs weighted by Wi, and output a value governed by
an internal activation function.
Input Xq^^ Wq
Output
Input XN-
Figure 2-1 Model of Basic Neuron
The first step of this three stage process is the weighted summation
of a neuron's inputs. Equation 2-1 mathematically represents the
process by which each neuron's inputs (Xj) are multiplied by the
weight associated with that input (WA) and then the summation of all
weighted inputs is calculated.
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total input = JWA
i=l
Eqn 2-1
(Beale & Jackson, p. 41)
Once the weighted sum has been calculated, that value is carried into
the neuron's second step, the threshold or activation function.
Several types of activation functions can serve as the threshold, with
each having a different effect on the behavior of its neuron. Four
basic activation functional forms include logistic, linear, piecewise
linear sigmoid, and hard limited [Kempka, Neural Network Special
Report '951. These four functional forms are shown in figure 2-2.
Logistic
(TanH)
Linear Piecewise
Linear
Sigmoid
Hai
Lim]
(Ste
rd
iter
3>)
Figure 2-2 Activation Function Types
The simplest activation function is the hard limiter. This function
operates in a purely binary fashion. The linear activation function
acts by simply passing the weighted sum value through to the
neuron's output. The linear function is often used only in the output
layer of a ANN because several layers of linear functions can be
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simply reduced to a single, composite linear function. The piecewise
linear sigmoid serves as a transition between the hard limited
function and the linear function. This activation function takes on
many of the characteristics associated with the logistic function, but
with the advantage of fast processing time due to the function's low
complexity. A disadvantage associated with this function is that it is
not differentiable. The fourth and final group of activation functions
are the logistic functions. Logistic functions are used widely because
they have continuous derivatives. This continuous form provides the
non linearity so desired in most ANN's. Two simple logistic functions
shown in equation 2-2 are the hyperbolic tangent f(x) and the
sigmoidal function g(x).
f (x) = tanh(x) and Eqn 2-2
g(*)~
(N.N. special report, p. 26)
Associated with three of our four classes of activation functions is the
issue of squashing. The hard limited, linear threshold, and logistic
functions can span one of two commonly used ranges, (0 .. 1) and
(-1 .. 1). The range used is determined by the nature of the
application.
The third and final step of a basic neuron is the output. The output
of a neuron is based on the activation function of the neuron. An
activation function may result in an output over an entire range of
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possible values or may be expressed simply as being "turned
on"
or
"turned off".
The interconnection of these simple neuron models is the network
aspect of an ANN. In 1962 Frank Rosenblatt named the most basic of
connections the perceptron [Beale & Jackson, Neural Computing: An
Introduction!. A basic model of a perceptron is shown in figure 2-3.
The basic perceptron makes use of the hard limited activation
function.
Figure 2-3 Basic Model of Perceptron
Since this basic model of neuron connectivity was first defined, the
field of artificial neural networks has grown to encompass a great
variety of network configurations and activation functions. The
configuration of primary focus for this investigation is the multilayer
perceptron. Figure 2-4 illustrates amultilayer perceptron (MLP).
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Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer
Sensory Neurons In-Neurons Effector Neurons
Figure 2-4 Multilayer Perceptron
A MLP is composed of two or more layers of weights. The first layer
of neurons is the input stage, with the input lines having the
weighted value of one. Neurons in the input stage simply distribute
their values to the next layer. The second layer of neurons is called a
hidden layer. A hidden layer is so called due to the absence of any
direct connection to the input and output of the network. This
hidden layer serves as a feature detector as it composes an internal
network representation of the inputs and how they map to the
network outputs. The third and final layer of neurons in this MLP is
the output layer.
The interconnection of these three layers of neurons can create many
complex shapes which leads to the conclusion stated in Kolmogorov's
theorem [Beale & Jackson, Neural Computing: An Introductiorj. This
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theorem states that there need not be more than three layers of
neurons in a network to obtain arbitrary functions for separable
classes in the decision surface. The number of neurons in the first
layer (input layer) defines the number of edges in the convex hulls.
The existence of a hidden layer takes these convex hulls as input and
produces arbitrary shapes which are not necessarily convex in
nature. The two dimensional representation (i.e. two classes) of the
decision surface for one, two, and three layers of neurons is shown in
figure 2-5.
Number of
Neuron Layers
Network
Configuration
Two Dimensional Classification
1 Layer A ^\
2 Layer 4 <^
3 Layer A # ^)\/ / /
Figure 2-5 Decision Surfaces forMultiple Neuron Layers
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2.2. Back propagation
The multilayer perceptron, developed by Rosenblatt in 1962, was the
predecessor to back propagation. In 1974 Paul Werbos developed
the basics of the back propagation algorithm [Chauvin, Rumelhart,
Back Propagation]. Another development occurred in 1982 with
David Parker and David Rumelhart reaching conclusions similar to
Werbos. The real catalyst for back propagation was a paper
published in 1986 by Rumelhart, McClelland, and Williams. In this
paper the learning rule for MLP was developed to produce MLP
networks for characterization.
There are two approaches to framing: supervised and unsupervised
training. In back propagation, the network is trained by supervised
training. In supervised training, desired outputs are used to help
guide the network towards the weights needed to generate results
which match the desired output. The training is begun by the
introduction of inputs to the MLP. A random output is then
generated by the network. The difference between this network
generated output and the desired output is called the error function.
The goal of training is to adjust the system until the error function
reaches an acceptable level. This goal is achieved by the adjustment
of the weights associated with the connections between neurons.
Adjustment of the weights is performed by the "Delta Rule" which
back propagates the error associated with the output layer back
towards the input layer, one layer at a time.
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The back propagation training algorithm consists of five basic steps
in an iterative fashion.[Lippmann, An introduction to computing with
NN1. These five steps result in a gradient descent search algorithm to
minimize the error between network output and actual output. The
generalized back propagation fraining steps are given below:
Step 1: Initialize all network connection weights and biases
to small random values.
Step 2: Present the input vector (Xq, Xi , ... X^-i) and the
associated target output (Tq, Tj_, ... Tm_i) to the
network. The inputs can be presented
"on-line"
or
in "batch" mode. In batch mode the system updates
the weights after every set of inputs has been fed
through the system, whereas the on-line training
updates the weights after each input.
Step 3: Calculate the network outputs (Y0, Y]_, ... YM_i)
applying the activation functions for each layer to
determine all neuron outputs on a layer by layer
basis.
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Step 4: Adjust Weights and Biases. Calculate the error
function between the network and target outputs
(E = ~2(yk " tk)^)- Back propagate this error by
starting at the output nodes and working all the
way back to the connections to the first hidden
layer. The generalized learning equation is
Wjj(n+1) = Wjj(n) + AWjj. The change in weights
(AWjp is different depending on whether the layer
being computed is an output layer or a hidden
layer.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2 through 4 until the desired error
level is acceptable.
Additional mathematical detail will further illustrate the execution of
this algorithm. In step 1 the initialization of the network is
performed by setting all interconnection weights and biases to a
small random number say between -s and s. This can be achieved
by applying the following equation:
Wjj = (random * 2 - 1)* s Eqn 2-3
where random is a function generating a random number between 0
and 1.
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In step 2 the input vector, "X", is applied to the network. Step 3
calculates the results, yi? by applying the equation shown in
equation. 2-4. This equation first applies the weighted summation of
the network input to the activation function ax. The output of this
activation function is then weighted and summed for the second
layer activation function, o2 .
Yi=o:
v2vo4!w*x*JJ
Eqn2-4
(Haykin, eq. 1.1, p. 8)
The results determined in equation 2-4 are used in step 4 to
detennine the system error. The system error is calculated to
determine the adjustment in weights and biases. The error can be
calculated as a sum squared error as follows:
E =
^2(Yi"Ti)2
Eqn 2-5
L am
(Haykin, eq. 6.1,6.2, p. 142-143)
Step 4 also detennines the adjustments in all weights and biases via
equation 2-6. Here the new weights are based on the old weights
and some modification to the old weights, denoted by AW,
wnew
+ aW^ Eqn 2-6
(Haykin, eq. 2.1, p. 45)
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The delta weight term (AW,) can now be defined for both output
layers and hidden layers. In general the delta weight term can be
calculated by multiplying the learning rate (a ) by the input ( x,) and
then multiplying that by the error term (6,). This is shown in
equation 2-7.
AW8 = ax^ Eqn 2-7
(Haykin, eq. 2.5, p. 48)
For output layers the error term is calculated easily due to the
supervised training having the desired output node values known
(t^). The error term for output layers is calculated by comparing the
target output to the network output and multiplying that by the
derivative of the activation function . Having an activation function,
o, which is non-linear in nature and spans a defined range
(squashed) makes the derivative easy to compute. The equation for
calculating the error term for the output layer is shown in equation
2-8.
(Haykin, eq. 6.14, p. 144)
Hidden layer error terms are more difficult to determine because the
desired outputs of these neurons are not known. The error term for
hidden layers is calculated by surnming the product of the error term
from the previously determined layer multiplied by connecting
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weights and then multiplying that calculated output by the hidden
layer activation function derivative. This is shown below in equation
2-9.
6i=ih(n))s6k(nK E(in2-9
k
(Haykin, eq. 6.24, p. 147)
Weights are adjusted after every epoch until the weights converge
on a network configuration which minimizes the sum squared error.
An epoch is defined as one complete network cycle through all
training set input vectors. Step 5 indicates the need for this type of
iteration. Typical output node values are low (0 < yi < .1) for output
nodes which do not yield the current classification, and high (.9 < yi <
1) for output node(s) corresponding to the correct classification.
[Lippmann, Richard J., An Introduction to Computing with Neural
Netsl
The remaining sections dealing with artificial neural networks
suggests improvements on the basic backpropagation algorithm.
These improvements were incorporated into this investigation.
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2.3. Adding Momentum
One concern with the back propagation algorithm is the time
consumed training the system. A simple way to improve the time
taken to train the ANN is to introduce a momentum term in the
generalized delta rule. Momentum works essentially like a ball of a
certain weight being rolled about a three dimensional error surface.
A ball which is too heavy (large momentum) will be difficult to stop
at the minimum on the error surface. This difficulty results in the
ball having to be roiled back and forth until it comes to rest at the
minimum error. A ball which is too light (small momentum) will not
be able to escape local minima in the error surface. Therefore,
choosing the right value for momentum is critical. As the back
propagation algorithm applies the gradient descent on the error
surface, momentum helps keep the back propagation moving
downhill on the error surface by allowing the algorithm to "see"
beyond local minimums [Caudil, Using Neural Networks!.
Implementation of momentum is done by the addition of a fraction
of the old weight change to the new weight change in the delta
learning rule. Addition of this term is quite effective in the case
where the old weight change has a downward effect and adds to the
new weight change which may need to get beyond a slight upward
motion on the error surface. Equation 2-10 shows how the
momentum term, \i ,is added to the delta rule previously shown in
equation 2-7.
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AW, = ax,6, + uAWs Eqn 2-10
The addition of a momentum term places additional memory
constraints on the implementation of the back propagation algorithm.
Array space must be allocated to store the weights, accumulated
weight changes through the current pass, and an average weight
change from the previous pass. In all, the memory requirement may
be tripled by this need to store weight values to serve as a type of
"memory" for the system.
2.4. Adding Bias
Adding bias to the ANN gives the neurons more flexibility to
separate regions in hyperspace. This can be seen in the case of a
neuron with only one input line and corresponding weight. The
addition of bias acts as the y-intercept adjustment in a
two-
dimensional system as shown in equation 2-11.
y = wx + b Eqn 2-11
The implementation of bias is done through the addition of an input
line connected to all neurons in the network. The input value
associated with the bias is held constant at the value 1. These
connections bypass the need for local values being stored at each
neuron.
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The decision to include bias in an ANN directly correlates to the
activation function(s) being used and the number of neurons
contained in the network. Activation functions like TanH, which
range (-1 to 1), introduces the zero vector problem [Kempka, Neural
Network Special Report '95] . The problem is defined by the potential
need to map an input vector containing all zeros to an output vector
which has some non-zero elements. Without the addition of bias the
output vector must contain all zeros when the input vector is all
zeros. An exception to this problem occurs with use of the hard-
limited activation function which can range (-1 to 1) but does not
suffer from a zero vector problem because the output activation of
this function is either -1 or 1 exclusively. Thus, the addition of bias
avoids the problem of zero vector.
As with momentum, the addition of bias has a negative impact on the
ANN. For systems which are time critical, the addition of these input
lines has the effect of slowing down system execution. There is a
trade off between run-time efficiency (omitting bias) and training
efficiency (adding bias).
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2.5. Adaptive Learning Rate
There are many variables involved when implementing a back
propagation algorithm for an ANN. One must decide on the number
of neuron layers, the number of neurons for each layer, the
activation function for each layer, the momentum factor, and
whether or not to include bias in the ANN design. One additional
concern is the learning rate. Fortunately there is a method by which
the learning rate can be considered adaptive to the networks needs,
and this involves the control over the rate of gradient descent.
The analogy used for momentum can be furthered extended here.
The rate at which the ball rolls can be considered to be the learning
rate. If the ball has a long descent towards the minimum error, it
would save time to increase the rate of descent as the ball continues
on a downward path. When the ball moves beyond a minimum and
begins going up hill, the learning rate must be reduced in order to
ensure that we do not overshoot the rninimum by too much. An
adaptive learning rate imposes rules on the size of the increase and
decrease of descent. This alleviates the need to assign a
"good"
learning rate for the system which yields tolerable learning
efficiency without skipping over a valid
minimum error state.
The adaptive learning rate rule provides for three regions of slope
for the learning rate. These three regions are shown in figure 2-6.
Region 1 is the positive slope of learning rate values. This region
occurs when the current error measured is less than the previous
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error. The net effect is to increase the rate of descent by increasing
the learning rate at a positive slope value. Region 2 is represented
by a slope of zero. This region occurs when the error measured is
greater than or equal to the previous error and less than the
previous error multiplied by a factor (typically 1.05) greater or equal
to one. Region 2 provides a constant learning rate for a position on
the error surface which is slowly moving away from a local
minimum. The third region is represented by a negative slope on the
learning rate. This region occurs when the new error measured is
greater than the previous error measured multiplied by the error
factor discussed previously. Region 3 provides a breaking
mechanism for the case when the error surface encounters a sizable
hill. In region 3 the weight values on the system are held constant at
the values preceding the beginning of braking until the error is
considered within one of the two other regions. This is necessary to
prevent the system from "over stepping" a minimum and never
finding its way back.
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Figure 2-6 Adaptive Learning Rate Regions
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Figure 2-6 represents the typical shape of an adaptive learning rate
curve. Region 1 is marked by a slowly building exponential curve
taking into account the cautious optimism that the back propagation
algorithm is approaching the rninimum error. Region 2 is typically
small due to the dynamic nature of the back propagation algorithm.
In region 3 the exponential curve has a sharp descent indicating the
desire to quickly return to a state where the new error is not greater
than the previous error value. Modification of the increment rate,
decrement rate, and error factor can substantially change the
representative curve.
A summary of the regions and rules applied to the adaptive learning
rate are given below:
Region 1: If current error < previous error, then increase
learning rate by multiplying by a learning rate
increasing factor: lr = lr*lr_inc where lr_inc is the
factor to increase the learning rate (typically 1.1).
Region 2: If current error > previous error and current error <
previous error
* error_factor, then keep the
learning rate constant. The error_factor should be
greater than one, and is typically 1.05
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Region 3: If current_error > previous_error * error_factor,
then decrease learning rate by multiplying a
learning rate decreasing factor: lr = lr * lr_dec
where lr_dec is the factor to decrease the learning
rate (typically 0.7). Also during this region the
weights should not be adjusted but should remain
the same as that used during the previous error
value.
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3 . Morphology
3.1. Background
Morphological image processing has its origins in spatial set algebra.
Minkowski and Matheron were the first to establish the basic
concepts ofmorphology [Pratt, Digital Image Processing: 2nd Editiorj.
Morphology is defined as the biological study of the form and
structure of living organisms [American Heritage Dictionary 2nd
edition]. When applied to the context of image processing and
mathematics, morphology provides a means for extracting image
components to better describe shapes and regions.
Set theory plays an important role in the understanding of
morphological operators. Morphology can apply both to binary
images and gray-scale images. The basic operations of morphology
are contained in table 3-1. The variables X and Y represent images
or parts of images. The variable S represents a structuring element,
typically a square matrix, applied to a given image. Understanding
these basic operations will lead to a more complete understanding of
the way thinning is performed.
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Operation Notation Definition
Scaling aX aX = |axxexl
Translation xt Xt = {xx-tex}
Reflection X X = {xx = -xex}
Complement xc v-{xx^xl
Transpose X X={x,-X6XJ
Union XUY X(JY = -
xeX or
X
xeY
Intersection XQY Xf)Y=x
xeX and
XEY
*
Difference X\Y X\y =
xnYc
Dilation xes xes = uy.-xy
Erosion X0S xos=nyA
Closing x-s xs = (xes)os
Opening XoS XoS = (xos)es
Table 3-1 Basic Morphological Operations
[Boomgard & Smeulders, The Morphological Structure of Imaged
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3.2. Dilation
To better understand the meaning of dilation a description of the
dilation process will precede the formal mathematical presentation.
Dilation, as well as other basic morphological operators, makes use of
what is commonly called a structuring element. The structuring
element can be considered the kernel or mask which will operate on
the image. The process of dilation consists of the reflection of this
structuring element about its origin followed by the shifting of this
reflection across the entire image. The union of the structuring
element and the image results in the dilation. The resultant images,
based on the structuring element used, takes on a
"expanded" look.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the process of dilation.
Image A and
Structuring Element B
d/4
[T]d/4
B
Dilation Process
...r..,~r..~r-r----4-
A0B
Dilation Result
d/8 d d/8
I I
d/8
d/8
AB
Figure 3-1 Dilation Process
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Dilation can be expressed mathematically in many forms. One of
these forms has already been expressed in table 3-1. Equation 3-1
represents the dilation operation as a set of all x displacements of
structuring element B such that the intersection of image A and the
reflection of structuring element B (B) yields at least one non zero
element.
A0B={x|(B)xnA*0} Eqn 3-1
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 8.4-5, p. 519)
3.3. Erosion
Erosion is a dual function to dilation with respect to set
complementation and reflection. Erosion consists of the intersection
of the structuring element and the image. The resultant image,
based on the structuring element used, takes on a
"shrunk" look.
Figure 3-2 illustrates the process of erosion.
Image A and Erosion process
Structuring Element B
Erosion Result
d/8 3d/4 d/8
I I
d/4
0d/4
B
Zd/8
3d/4
d/8
A0B
A0B
Figure 3-2 Erosion Process
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Erosion can be expressed mathematically in many forms. One of
these forms has already been expressed in table 3-1. Equation 3-2
represents the erosion operation as a set of all x displacements of
structuring element B such that the reflection of the structuring
element B (B) is contained within the set of pixels representing
image A.
A 0 B = !x|b)x C a} Eqn 3-2
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 8.4-6, p. 521)
3.4. Opening
The process of opening involves both erosion and dilation. The
resultant image, based on the structuring element used, takes on a
"smoother" look with narrow joining regions being broken and thin
protrusions being eliminated. Figure 3-3 illustrates the process of
opening. The mathematical equation for opening is shown in
equation 3-3. This equation shows the opening of image A by
structuring element B is composed of an erosion of image A by
structuring element B, followed by a dilation of this result by
structuring element B.
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Structuring
Element B
Erosion
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Opening
Result
/ \
A0B (AB)B
Figure 3-3 Opening Process
AB
AoB = (A0BJ0B Eqn 3-3
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 8.4-8, p. 524)
3.5. Closing
Closing is a dual function to opening with respect to set
complementation and reflection. The process of closing involves both
dilation and erosion. The resultant image, based on the structuring
element used, takes on a
"smoother" look with narrow gaps between
regions becoming connected and the elimination of small holes.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the process of opening. The mathematical
equation for opening is shown in equation 3-4. This equation shows
the closing of image A by structuring element B is composed of a
dilation of image A by structuring element B, followed by an erosion
of this result by structuring element B.
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Figure 3-4 Closing Process
A*B
A*B = (ABJ0B Eqn 3-4
(Gonzalez & Woods, eq. 8.4-9, p. 524)
3.6. Thinning
The previous four basic morphological operations lead up to the
understanding of morphological thinning. The purpose of
morphological thinning is to extract the skeleton of an image by the
removal of all contour pixels which do not belong to the skeleton.
This plays an important role in the recognition of images. The
extraction of distinctive features of an image can be accomplished by
using morphological thmning.
The concept of using thinning to extract an image skeleton can be
traced back to development by Serra [1982]. Thinning can be
expressed by a series of erosions and openings. Equation 3-5
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illustrates the basic formula associated with the extraction of a
skeleton. The skeleton of image A, denoted by Sk(A), can be
expressed as the union of the difference between the dilation of
image A by a factor of structuring element B and the same dilation
opened by structuring element B.
Sk(a)= U{(A 0 kB)-[(A 0 kBJoB]} Eqn 3-5
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 8.4-25, p. 538)
Distortion is an element often associated with thinning. The Zhang
Suen fast parallel algorithm for thinning digital patterns represents a
low distortion thinning algorithm for implementing equation 3-5
[Zhang & Suen, A Fast Parallel Algorithm for Thinning Digital
Patterns1. The algorithm extracts the skeleton of an image by the
removal of all contour pixels in the image except those pixels which
belong to the skeleton. A flow chart for this algorithm is shown in
figure 3-5.
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Search image for contour
pixels using the four rules
for subiteration 1
Remove contour pixels Subiteration 1
Subiteration 2
Search image for contour
pixels using the four rules
for subiteration 2
Search image for contour
pixels using the four rules
for subiteration 2
Remove contour pixels ( Stop )
Figure 3-5 Zhang Suen Thinning Algorithm flow chart
The algorithm can be divided into two subiterations which preserves
the skeletal connectivity. Each subiteration uses four rules to
determine whether an image pixel is a contour pixel or a skeletal
pixel. If all four rules applied for a subiteration are satisfied, the
pixel is considered a contour pixel and is deleted from the image.
The two subiterations differ by the definition of rules 3 and 4.
Subiteration 1 defines rules 3 and 4 such that contour pixels from
the South-East boundary and North-West corner are removed.
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Subiteration 2 defines rules 3 and 4 such that contour pixels from
the South-West boundary and North-East corner are removed. The
algorithm continues recursively until no further contour pixels are
found in subiteration 1 and subiteration 2.
The four rules for each subiteration are as follows:
Rule #1: The pixel in question (shown as pixel PI in figure
3-6) must have more than one but no more than six
8-connected neighbors. This rule ensures that
skeletal endpoints are not eroded away and that
pixels are removed from the boundary of a region,
not from inside a filled region.
North
West
P9 P2 P3
P8 PI P4
P7 P6 P5
East
South
Figure 3-6 Pixel Neighbor Numbering scheme.
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Rule #2: The pixel in question (shown as pixel PI in figure
3-7) must have a counting index of one for the
pattern "0 1", where "0" represents a pixel which is
not part of the region being thinned, and
"1"
represents a pixel which is part of the region being
thinned. The counting index is determined by
evaluating the ordered set P2, P3, P4, ..., P8, P9 for
the pattern "0 1". Application of the counting index
rule prevents the removal of pixels which lie
between the endpoints of a skeleton. This is
especially useful when a pattern has varying
thicknesses along its skeleton.
North
West
P9 P2 P3
1
P8
PI w
P4
P7
"
P6
0
P5
East
South
Figure 3-7 Example PI has a counting index of 3
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Rule #3: The pixel in question (PI) must have at least one
pixel among a pattern of three which is not part of
the region being thinned. For subiteration 1 the
pattern which must be satisfied is: P2*P4*P6 = 0.
For subiteration 2 the pattern which must be
satisfied is : P2*P4*P8 = 0.
Rule #4: The pixel in question (PI) must have at least one
pixel among a pattern of three which is not part of
the region being thinned. For subiteration 1 the
pattern which must be satisfied is: P4*P6*P8 = 0.
For subiteration 2 the pattern which must be
satisfied is : P2*P6*P8 = 0.
The application of this algorithm is illustrated in figures 3-8 through
3-11. Figure 3-8 shows a digit "8" prior to thinning. All pixels in the
region defining the digit "8" are shown by a .
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Figure 3-8 Digit "8" Prior to tliinning
Figure 3-9 shows the results of applying subiteration 1 to the
original unthinned image. It can be seen that the South-East
boundary pixels and North-West corner pixels have been removed
and are indicated by the symbol O.
O
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Figure 3-9 Result of subiteration 1 on original digit
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Figure 3-10 shows the results of applying subiteration 2 to the
original unthinned image. It can be seen that the North-West
boundary pixels and South-East corner pixels have been removed
and are indicated by the symbol O.
OOOOOOOO
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o##oo##
o
o o
o o
OMOOMI
Figure 3-10 Result of subiteration 2 on original digit
The result of recursively applying the Zhang-Suen tiiinning algorithm
is shown in figure 3-11. All contour pixels have been removed and
are indicated by the symbol O. The skeleton of the digit
"8" is
represented by the symbol .
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Figure 3-11 Completely Thinned Result
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4. Experimental Procedure
4.1. Input Images
The emphasis of this investigation is on the study of features and
neural network strategies for handwritten digit recognition. As such,
the first step in the pattern recognition process involving the input of
images was given minimal attention as it does not relate to the major
goal. This does not imply that the low level processing step is a
trivial stage. Elaborate signal processing methods and filtering have
been developed to enhance the input and pre-processing step of
pattern recognition, and must be a part of any complete document
understanding system.
A standard set of handwritten digits is available from the Bell
Laboratories set of images. These images are 16 pixels wide by 16
pixels high and are binary in nature. A total of 1200 digits are
included, representing twelve individual handwriting styles. The
twelve styles are labeled by the
individuals' first name or initials:
Bill, Bob, Donnie, Greg, HPG, ISA, Larry, Rich, Sara, Stuart, Tony, and
Wayne. Each of these styles contain ten samples of each of the ten
digits 0-9. Appendix A includes representative samples of the
1200 digits as they are supplied by Bell Laboratories. All twelve
styles are included with one representative sample for each digit for
a total of 120 sample images
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Within each handwriting style there exists some degree of
variability. In spite of this fact each style of each digit can be
described in general terms. Factors such as stroke thickness, digit
curvature, angular orientation, and extraneous line segments or curls
are taken into consideration. Appendix B includes tables describing
representative digits for each of the twelve handwriting styles.
4.2. Feature Extraction
The extraction of features plays a critical role in a pattern recognition
system's efficiency and accuracy. From simple pixel input through
Fourier descriptors, the range and combination of features is vast.
This investigation focuses on the use of simple features with the
hope that the neural network training will extract and separate the
important features associated with each class. Three feature
methods were implemented in this investigation: simple pixel
sub-
windowing, central moments, and chain coding. Within each of these
three feature extractors additional variations were tested in order to
achieve the best possible classification results.
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4.2.1. Sub-Windows
The first of three feature extraction methods is called pixel sub-
windowing. This simple feature involves integer based arithmetic
for quick execution. In this method we divide an image into sub-
windows. Within each sub-window a single integer value represents
the count of all character pixels. Figure 4-1 illustrates the sub-
windowing technique using 16 4 x 4 pixel non-overlapping sub-
windows. Many variations on this simple technique include the use
of non-overlapping versus overlapping sub-windows, sub-windows
of various sizes, and the use of thinned versus non-thinned
characters.
j j 2= j i2=4 :^=3 1 | 2=0
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i ; 2=0 1 1 2=7 ! ! 2=4 | ! 2=2
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!
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Figure 4-1 Example of 16 4x4 sub-windows
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The use of non-overlapping and overlapping sub-windows is shown
in Figure 4-2. As can be seen in this figure the method of
overlapping varies greatly and can be combined with non-
overlapping techniques. This investigation does not include the use
of overlapping sub-windows.
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Figure 4-2 Non-overlapping and overlapping sub-windows
A second variation involves the size of the sub-windows used. The
minimum size is one pixel by one pixel, and the maximum size is the
size of the character image (16 pixels by 16 pixels for this
investigation). Increments in powers of two have been chosen for
this investigation. This results in five possible sub-window sizes:
256 1 x 1 pixel sub-windows, 64 2 x 2 pixel sub-windows 16 4 x 4
pixel sub-windows, four 8x8 pixel sub-windows, and one 16 x 16
pixel sub window. (The source code for extracting the various sized
sub-windows was developed in ANSI C and is included in Appendix
C)
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The third and final variation of sub-windows involves the use of
character thinning before applying the sub-window algorithm. The
Zhang Suen thinning algorithm was implemented to extract character
skeletons. (The ANSI C source code for the Zhang Suen algorithm is
included in Appendix D.) Stroke thickness is reduced to closely
approximate a single pixel 8-connected skeleton representing the
essential shape of the character. The data reduction by the removal
of non-skeletal pixels will serve as an interesting comparison relative
to complete image information. Figure 4-3 shows thinning applied to
the digit "2". An example of before and after thinning for each of the
ten digits is included in Appendix E.
Original Character Thinned Character
tttttttttttttt tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt tttttt tt
tttttttt tttt tt
tttttt tttttt tt
tttt tttt tt
tttt tt
tttt tt
tttttt tt
tttttt tt
tttttt tttt
tttttt tt
tttttttt tt
tttttttttttttttttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttt tttt tttt
tttttttttttt tttttttttt tt tttt
tttttttttt tttttttttt tttttt
Figure 4-3 Example of thinning the digit
"2"
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4.2.2. Central Moments
A second feature investigated is called central moments. Moments
provide good regional descriptors, much like the discrete Fourier
transform. The concept of moments can be linked to the center of
mass of an image and is shown in figure 4-4. It is a spatial
measurement which contains components called orders. The moment
of order (p + q) is defined in equation 4-1. Central moments are
independent of a character position in an image. Equation 4-2 shows
the modifications of equation 4-1 required for central moments.
Central moments utilize the center ofmass to make the measurement
independent of position. The ANSI C source code for the extraction of
multiple orders of central moments is included in Appendix F.
mpq = /"XxPyqf (x'y)dxdy Ec*n 4_1
(Gonzalez & Woods, eq. 8.3-9, p. 514)
Up, -/:x(x-^P(y-y),f(x'y)dxdy Eqn 4"2
(Gonzalez &Woods, eq. 8.3-10, p. 514)
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Figure 4-4 Center ofmass example
4.2.3. Chain Codes
The third and final feature investigated is another spatial descriptor
called chain codes. Chain codes describe the boundary of a character
through a string of directional segments. This string sequence
indicates the shape of the character, much like skeletal thinning.
Two accepted types of chain code are the 4-neighbor chain code and
the 8-neighbor chain code. The directional codes for both types are
shown in figure 4-5. A typical chain code would have a defined
starting point and resemble: [6 6654443222100 0] for a
square with rounded edges. The 8-neighbor chain code was selected
for use in this investigation and the ANSI C source code is included in
Appendix G.
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Figure 4-5 8-neighbor and 4-neighbor chain code directions
4.3. Neural Network Training
One of the major deliverables of this investigation is a back
propagation software system. This system has been designed to
meet three specific goals. The first goal is to use a high level
language for efficient development. Secondly, the system is to
provide an interface which allows customization of the many
parameters involved during training. Lastly, the system is to
provide an environment which promotes experimentation and
optimization of a neural network in a manner which illustrates
system performance in a graphical manner.
The language "Matlab" was chosen as the high-level language for
system development. Matlab was chosen for several reasons.
Foremost is Matlab' s ability to perform matrix calculations. Matlab
uses the matrix data type as the elementary form; in the discipline of
neural networks this has the positive result of simplifying programs
by reducing subscripting and do-while loop structures. Figure 4-6
shows a comparison between two segments of code which determine
the sinusoid of a two dimensional matrix in both Matlab and C. This
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illustrates the advantage of Matlab's matrix capabilities. In addition
to the matrix capabilities of Matlab, the built-in graphics functions
and interactive programming allows for quick development and
short prototyping cycles.
Matlab Code: ANSI C Code:
M= [123 4; 249 16];
Y = sin(M)
void main( )
i
inti,j;
float y, M[2][4] = {1,2, 3, 4, 2, 4, 9, 16};
for (i=0; i<2; i++)
for (j=0; j<4; j++)
y[i]B] = sin(M[i]|j]);
I
Figure 4-6. Matlab vs. ANSI C Code Example
The procedure for developing an acceptable neural network for most
applications can be divided into three main tasks. The first task,
starting a new training session, allows the user to program the
training in a manner which allows user supervision. This user
supervision allows for the determination of whether a training
session has promise for acceptable results. If the new training
session looks promising the second task, continued training, allows
for unattended training. This second task often takes several hours
or days as the training works towards a target error goal specified by
the user. Once a network has been trained, the third task, neural
network application, helps measure the effectiveness of the trained
network.
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The following pages illustrate the tool which has been developed in
this investigation. The first screen displayed during execution is
shown in figure 4-7. This screen serves as the main menu of the
program and allows the user to execute one of four elementary tasks
as fisted below:
1. The user can launch a new training session.
2. The user can continue training a prior session which has
not yet met user programmable accuracy targets.
3. The user can apply the trained neural network to input
data.
4. The user can terminate execution of the program.
Only tasks which are available can be selected. Those tasks which
are not available for execution contain a short description ofwhy the
task is unavailable.
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Figure 4-7. ANN Software Main Window
The first option of launching a new training session requires the user
to provide two properly formatted data files. The first file called
"train_data.m"
contains the input data for the neural network in
matrix form. The form of the input data is related to the method
used to represent the image. Figure 4-8 shows a typical file
structure for the training data file consisting of M input vectors each
of dimension N. The second file called
"frain_target.m'
contains the
supervised correct classifications for M inputs and C classes. An
example target vector for the digit 2 would take the form [00100
0 0 0 0 0]. In this example the first element in the vector
corresponds with the digit 0 and a value of 1 for the third element in
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the vector corresponds to the target digit 2. Figure 4-9 shows a
typical file structure for the training target file.
samples = [ Xi,i Xi,2 ...Xi,n;
X2,lX2,2...X2,N;
xm,iXm,2...xm,n];
Figure 4-8. "train_data.m" File Format
targets = [ Y14 Yi,2...Yi,c;
Y2,l Y2,2...Y2,C
Ym,1Ym,2...Ym,C];
Figure 4-9. "frain_target.m" File Format
The presence of both these files allows the new training task to be
available as a main menu option. Selecting this task brings up a
control panel for all the parameters associated with back
propagation. Figure 4-10 contains a screen capture of this control
panel. This figure shows that the user can program both layers of
activation functions independently, maximum number of epochs to
train for, goal sum-squared-error value to strive for, number of
hidden layer neurons, frequency by which the learning graphics are
displayed, error ratio, initial learning rate value, increment and
decrement adaptive learning rate values, and the momentum. The
activation functions are selected via radio control buttons, with the
remaining parameters modified by slide bars. The slide bars include
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a numeric indication of the currently selected value and a visual
reference of how the current value relates the minimum and
maximum possible values. The ability to easily adjust the learning
parameters encourages experimentation.
New TrainingWindow^^^^
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Layer 1 Activation Function: |flai[ Y
'
\^\ Layer 2 Activation Function:
O Linear Sum Squared Error Goal: 0.10 O Linear
<D Sigmoid
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Learning Rate: 0.01 Momentum: 0.95
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Increment LR Ratio: 1.05
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Figure 4-10. ANN Software New Training Window
Once the parameters are programmed the software conducts the new
training until either the sum-squared-error goal has
been reached or
the maximum number of epochs has been met. During the training
sequence a graphic illustrating training progress and classification
state is displayed and updated at a programmable frequency. The
training graphic consists of three stacked
graphs as shown in figure
4-11. The top graph shows the sum squared error
over the trained
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number of epochs. This graph indicates the rate of error reduction
while the network is learning. The center graph is a visual
representation of the confusion matrix. A confusion matrix is a
method used to display the current classification. Examination of the
confusion matrix yields valuable information regarding the number
of misclassified results, the target class each misclassified result
should be classified as, and the misclassified class associated with
each target class. The target classification results are shown as a
solid step function, and the current classification is projected over
the desired result. This graph indicates the way that the network is
learning. The bottom graph plots the adaptive learning rate against
the trained epochs. This graph indicates the difficulty involved in
traversing the solution surface. Constant updates of this graphic
during initial training provides the user with training performance
information. This allows the user to modify learning parameters if
needed.
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Figure 4-11. ANN Software Training Results Window
Determining proper settings for these learning parameters is not
trivial and may take several iterations before promising training
results are likely. Once the parameters have been chosen for a
training session the user may be in the situation to continue training
after observing the first few epochs. The second task of the system
allows for continued network training. Following new training, a file
is created called
"CONTINUEiT.MAT" This file contains the learning
parameters and learning state of the system. With this file, the user
can launch a continued training session. In this manner, training can
occur over the course of several days with uninterrupted execution.
Figure 4-12 shows the control panel for continued training. The
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panel indicates all parameters set during the initial training session
and allows only the maximum number of epochs and display
frequency to be programmed. The maximum number of epochs is
one of two terminating conditions associated with training, with the
other condition being the goal sum-squared-error previously
configured. The frequency by which the learning graphs are
displayed can be programmed to cut down on the total execution
time contributed by generating these displays. A typical continued
training session would involve setting the maximum epochs and
display frequency to the largest possible values to provide the most
efficient settings for network learning.
Continued TrainingWindow ;
Maximum Epochs: 1000
Layer 1 Activation Function:
E3~
ii m Layer 2 Activation Function:
Sigmoid Sum Squared Error Goal: 0.10 Sigmoid
Hidden Nodes: 3
Display Frequency: 25
Error Ratio: 1.04
Learning Rate: 0.01 Momentum: 0.95
Increment LR Ratio: 1.05
Decrement LR Ratio: 0.70
Figure 4-12. ANN Software Continued Training Window
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4.4. Neural Network Testing
The third task which can be launched from the software system
involves the ability to apply the trained neural network to a test set
of input in order to demonstrate network performance. Network
performance should not be measured by final sum squared error
associated with the training set. Nor can perfection be claimed by
the 100% correct classification of the training set. The possibility
exists that the network may be memorizing the specific digits used
during training, and may not be able to generalize classification to a
different set of digits. A new set of input values and their known
classifications must be introduced to the network to evaluate system
performance.
Much like the new training task the application of the neural
network requires two formatted data files. In addition to these files,
the file "applyit.mat" is needed because it contains the trained
weights to be used during testing. The data files
"apply_data.m"
and
"apply_target.m"
require a format shown in figures 4-13 and 4-14.
Figure 4-13 shows a typical file structure for the application data file
consisting of M test input vectors each of dimension N. The second
file called
"apply_target.m'
contains the supervised correct
classifications for M inputs and C classes. Figure 4-14 shows a
typical file structure for the application target file. It is preferred to
use input data not used in the training data set. With the existence
of these three files, the screen shown in Figure 4-15 allows the user
to control the resolution and ending point for the traversal of the
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confidence graph in order to generate a graph which plots the
percentage of correctly classified digits against the percentage of
rejected digits.
samples = [ X14 Xi ,2 ...Xi,n;
X2,1X2,2...X2,N;
XM,1Xm,2...Xm,N];
Figure 4-13. "apply_data.m" File Format
targets =[Yi,iYi,2...Yi,c;
Y2,l Y2,2 ... Y2,c;
YM,1 Ym,2 ... Ym,c];
Figure 4-14. "apply_target.m" File Format
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Figure 4-15. ANN Software Apply Network Window
Three graphs indicate system performance when applying the
network. The first graph, shown in figure 4-16, is a graphic
representation of the confusion matrix. This graphic displays the
target classification as a step function for reference, and plots the
actual classification results to analyze system performance. Analysis
concerning which classes were
misclassified and as what class can be
easily determined by examining this graph. Figure 4-16
shows that
the classification of digit
"3"
encountered the most difficulty with
that digit being misclassified as a digit "1", "5", and "8". Only three
other digits were misclassified, including the digits "0", "6", and
"8"
all being misclassified as the digit "5".
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I Application Classification Results ~"
Figure 4-16. ANN Software Classification Graph Window
The second graph, shown in figure 4-17, displays the correctly
classified inputs as a "*" and the misclassified inputs as an
"x"
on a
graph which plots the largest output node value against the second
largest output node value. An ideal situation would be for the
largest output node value to be the maximum neuron output
(typically 1) and the second largest output node value to be the
minimum neuron output (typically 0) for each input vector. This
would be represented by a graph with all data points located at the
lower right-most corner of the graph. In practice, there are
situations where several output nodes have a non zero output. In
these cases the graph generated by plotting the largest output node
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value against the second largest output node value indicates the
ability of the system to isolate and reject misclassified results. All
data points must exist under the line drawn initially in figure 4-17.
Moving this line towards the lower right hand corner of the graph
and considering those points above the line as classification
rejections derives the third graph.
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Figure 4-17. ANN Software Confidence GraphWindow
The third graphic shown in figure 4-18 illustrates the trade-off
between correct classification and rejection rate. If the possibility of
rejection is considered this graph can assist the user in determining a
good trade-off between the percent of correctly classified inputs and
the rejection percentage. The direct linkage between this graph and
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the confidence graph is realized as the system derives this graph via
the animation of the diagonal line as it moves from the position of
separating the region of possibility towards the point of optimum
classification.
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Figure 4-18. ANN Software Correct vs. Rejection GraphWindow
The combination of the three tasks of new training, continued
training, and testing encompasses most needs for the development of
a neural network. The unique graphics displayed during training
and testing allows the user to optimize the system for the particular
problem at hand. The package is not application specific and can be
implemented for a variety of back propagation needs. Additional
neural network improvements can be experimented and controlled
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via the training control panel. It is the intent of this investigation
that the software system developed be available for P. Anderson's
and E. Salem's student use in the future.
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5. Results
Results for this investigation were gathered by the execution of the
three main steps. The first step was to gather binary images for the
sample and test set. Second, the feature extraction software was
applied to each image to obtain formatted input vectors. Lastly, the
two-layer back propagation neural network software was executed
to train and test the input vectors to yield the results discussed in
this section.
At each step of the recognition process there are a number of
variables which can be adjusted to yield differing results. Table 5-1
lists the variables adjusted in this investigation for each of the three
steps. Step one is the only step which was confined to a fixed state.
Step# Step Name Variable Adjusted
1 Low-Level
Processing
Confined to binary, pre-segmented,
handwritten images.
2 Intermediate-Level
Processing
Multi-sized sub-windows
CentralMoments
Chain Codes
Morphological Thinning
3 High-Level
Processing
Neural Network Topology
Activation Functions
Momentum Term
Adaptive Learning Rate Settings
Number ofHidden Neurons
Batch vs. On-line Training
Training Set Size and Composition
Table 5-1 Variables Adjusted for All Steps.
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Each of these variables and the results gathered from the learning
and testing phase will be discussed. Several graphical methods will
be used to describe the results obtained by the hand written digit
recognition system. These methods include the use of confusion
matrices, error rate graphs, adaptive learning rate graphs, test
classification graphs illustrating the largest verses second largest
output node values, and the percent rejection verses the percent
correctly classified graphs.
5.1. Feature Driven Results
Three features were selected for use in the recognition of hand
written digits. These include sub-windows, central moments, and 8-
neighbor chain codes. A discussion of the feature vector input to the
neural network and the results associated with the learning phase
for each of these three features is described below.
5.1.1. Sub-Windows
Sub-window size is the first issue to address when implementing
sub-windows as the feature for a neural network. Sub-window size
can range from the smallest window size of a single pixel up to and
including the largest square which can fit within the target
image.
Between these two points the sub-window size can be incremented
by powers of two. In this investigation the image
size is 16 by 16
pixels, allowing for five sub-window sizes.
The five sizes and
corresponding results for digit 0 is given in table
5-2.
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Sub-Window Size Sub-Window Results for BOB Digit 0 - A
1 by 1 pixel
(256 sub-windows)
2 by 2 pixels
(64 sub-windows)
4 by 4 pixels
(16 sub-windows)
0000
0001
000 1
00 11
0 110
0 110
100
100
100
100
100
0100
0 110
00 11
0011
0001
0 134
03 11
2200
4000
4000
3000
1300
03 3 2
0 1111
11111
10000
000 1 1
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
10000
11111
1000
1100
0 110
1111
0111
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
000 1
0111
1111
000
000
000
000
100
110
Oil
0 1
00
00
00
01
1 1
1 1
100
000
4 100
2410
023 1
0004
0002
0003
003 3
2430
8 by 8 pixels
(4 sub-windows)
16 by 16 pixels
(1 sub-window)
4 9 11
8 0 2
7 0 0
7 5 6
1
8
5
9
21 22
19 20
82
Table 5-2 Sample sub-window input vectors for Bob-AO
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An experiment was conducted to determine the optimum sub-
window size. The optimum size is based on the performance and
total time required to train sample vectors from one individual's
hand writing. The test was performed using a Macintosh Ilci with a
2-layer back propagation network configured with the settings
shown in table 5-3.
Setting Name Setting Value
Number of Input Layer Neurons Equal to the number of sub-
windows for each of 5 sizes
Number of Hidden Layer
Neurons
4
Number ofOutput Layer Neurons 10
Number of Training Vectors 100
Goal sum-squared-error 0.10
Momentum 0.95
Error Ratio 1.04
Initial Learning Rate 0.01
Increment Learning Rate Factor 1.05
Decrement Learning Rate Factor 0.70
Table 5-3. Neural Network Test Settings
Figures 5-1 through 5-5 show the sum squared error graph and the
adaptive learning rate graph for each of the five sub-window sizes
using four hidden neurons.
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Figure 5-1. 1 by 1 Pixel Sub-window Training Results
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Figure 5-2. 2 by 2 Pixel Sub-window Training Results
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Figure 5-3. 4 by 4 Pixel Sub-window Training Results
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Figure 5-4. 8 by 8 Pixel Sub-window Training Results
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Figure 5-5. 16 by 16 Pixel Sub-window Training Results
Sub-windows sized 2 by 2 pixels and 4 by 4 pixels were the only two
sizes which converged on a sum squared error of 0.1 with four
hidden neurons. Further examination of figures 5-2 and 5-3 reveal
that despite the lower number of epochs for the 2 by 2 pixel sub-
window, the 4 by 4 pixel sub-window is more efficient in that it
requires only 16 input neurons. The 2 by 2 pixel sub-window
requires 64 input neurons, thus increasing the processing time for
the additional 48 neurons.
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5.1.2. Central Moments
Central moments contain many orders with each order increasing the
number of data points needed to describe an image. Table 5-4
illustrates the central moment order and its association with the
number of data points, along with sample data points from the image
Bob AO. Experimentation on the use of different orders with varying
number of hidden nodes failed to yield a solution which converged
on an acceptable sum squared error. This result is puzzling due to
the positive results associated with previous investigations using
central moments for pattern recognition. The relatively small size of
the digits used may be one factor that contributed to the observed
performance. The addition of a second hidden layer of neurons may
provide improved results.
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82, -2.4E-4, 1.1E5, 2.184E3, 2.048E3, 141.7, 941, 5.4, 65.1, 1809,
8.9E4, 8.1E4, 5.9E3, 6.2E3, 3.1E4, 6.1E4, 1.6E4, -8.4E3, 7.9E4,
6.9E4, 8.9E3
82, -2.4E-4, 1.1E5, 2.184E3, 2.048E3, 141.7, 941, 5.4, 65.1, 1809,
8.9E4, 8.1E4, 5.9E3, 6.2E3, 3.1E4, 6.1E4, 1.6E4, -8.4E3, 7.9E4,
6.9E4, 8.9E3, 4.1E6, 3.7E6. 2.4E5, 2.9E5. 9.5E5, 8.4E5. 1.8E5
82, -2.4E-4, 1.1E5, 2.184E3, 2.048E3, 141.7, 941, 5.4, 65.1, 1809,
8.9E4, 8.1E4, 5.9E3, 6.2E3, 3.1E4, 6.1E4, 1.6E4, -8.4E3, 7.9E4,
6.9E4, 8.9E3, 4.1E6, 3.7E6, 2.4E5, 2.9E5, 9.5E5, 8.4E5, 1.8E5, 3.4E6,
1.6E6, -6.8E5, 3.6E6, 2.8E6, 7.1E5, 8.7E4, 2.3E6
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82, -2.4E-4, 1.1E5, 2.184E3, 2.048E3, 141.7, 941, 5.4, 65.1, 1809,
8.9E4, 8.1E4, 5.9E3, 6.2E3, 3.1E4, 6.1E4, 1.6E4, -8.4E3, 7.9E4,
6.9E4, 8.9E3, 4.1E6, 3.7E6, 2.4E5, 2.9E5, 9.5E5, 8.4E5, 1.8E5, 3.4E6,
1.6E6, -6.8E5, 3.6E6, 2.8E6, 7.1E5, 8.7E4, 2.3E6, 2.0E8, 1.8E8, 1.1E7,
1.4E7, 3.7E7, 3.0E7, 5.3E6, 6.8E6, 2.1E7
82, -2.4E-4, 1.1E5, 2.184E3, 2.048E3, 141.7, 941, 5.4, 65.1, 1809,
8.9E4, 8.1E4, 5.9E3, 6.2E3, 3.1E4, 6.1E4, 1.6E4, -8.4E3, 7.9E4,
6.9E4, 8.9E3, 4.1E6, 3.7E6, 2.4E5, 2.9E5, 9.5E5, 8.4E5, 1.8E5, 3.4E6,
1.6E6, -6.8E5, 3.6E6, 2.8E6, 7.1E5, 8.7E4, 2.3E6, 2.0E8, 1.8E8, 1.1E7,
1.4E7, 3.7E7, 3.0E7, 5.3E6, 6.8E6, 2.1E7, 1.8E8, 1.2E8, -4.0E7, 1.7E8,
1.3E8, 4.5E7, -3.4E6, 8.3E7, 7.7E7, 1.4E7
Table 5-4 Central Moment Order data for Bob-AO
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5.1.3. Chain Codes
Unlike sub-windows and central moments, chain codes do not
provide a constant number of data points for every image. The
required number of data points is driven by the size and shape of
the image to be traced. Table 5-5 illustrates this by listing the length
of the 8-neighbor chain code required to describe the digits 0
through 9 for the A series of Bob's handwriting. This table shows
that the number varies greatly, and for this particular example,
ranges from 33 to 81 data points.
Digit Length of Chain Code
"0" 44
Ml 1! 33
inn 71
"3" 81
"4" 58
"5" 61
"6" 61
h^ii 56
"8" 52
"9" 47
Table 5-5 Chain code lengths for all digits in Bob series A
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To accommodate a fixed number of input neurons it was decided to
append each chain code with a series of additional non-directional
values to provide a constant 256 data points. The 8-neighbor chain
code makes use of values 0 through 7 to indicate direction. The
value of -1 was chosen to use as an appended value to the chain
code.
Experimentation with varying number of hidden nodes failed to yield
a solution which converged on an acceptable sum-squared-error.
The number of hidden nodes was varied between 4 and 256 in steps
associated with the orders of two between these two limits. The
failure to train the network is due to the variable data length of this
feature, and the possible need for another layer of hidden neurons.
With the success of 4 by 4 pixel sub-windows for feature study, the
remaining investigation utilized this feature in the optimization of
other aspects of training. Network configuration and associated
learning parameters were chosen using 4 by 4 pixel sub-windows as
the feature of preference.
5.2. Network Configuration
ANN configuration varies widely for different applications. There is
a wide variety of possible ANN structures for this application: back
propagation, recurrent ANN, Kohonen networks, Hopfield network,
any many others. For this investigation, classic back propagation
with additional features was chosen.
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In addition to the basic configuration, the back propagation network
can be described in terms of layer number. Figure 5-6 shows a feed
forward network with three layers of neurons, and two layers of
weights. The connection between the input vector and the input
neuron carries no associated weight value, unless you consider all
connections to have a weight of one. For this investigation two layers
of weights were chosen, because three layers of weights adds
additional computing time with questionable benefit for class
separation.
Neuron Layer 1 Neuron Layer 2 Neuron Layer 3
**YM-1
Figure 5-6. A feed forward ANN with 3 layers of neurons and 2
layers of trainable weights
The second descriptor of a back propagation network is
the number
of nodes in each layer. The hidden layers act as a
feature extractor
as they map the input vectors to a
feature subspace and then map
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this feature subspace to the output vector. The input number of
neurons is fixed at the input vector size, which is 16 (each
component having a 4 by 4 sub-window value). The output is also
fixed at the number of possible digits. In this case there are ten
digits possible, thus ten output neurons. The number of hidden
neurons was derived by starting at one hidden neuron and
increasing that number until network learning became adversely
affected. The network did not converge on a sum squared error of
0.1 until four hidden neurons were present. Using more than four
neurons did not improve system performance in terms of time or
number of epochs. The ability to train was compromised when using
seven of more hidden neurons. This experiment yielded four as the
optimum number of hidden neurons.
5.3. Learning Parameters
Network configuration is one major element in determining how to
train ANN's. Several smaller issues, which assist the classic back
propagation algorithm, can impact the execution time and potential
success of classification. These include the type(s) of activation
functions used, implementation of momentum, and the approach
used for the learning rate.
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5.3.1. Activation Functions
In this investigation two layers of weights are used. The activation
function for each layer of weights detennines the output resulting
from that specific layer. In back propagation the goal is to introduce
some differentiable non-linearity into the system. Having a linear
activation function for both layers undermines the ability of the
hidden layer to act as the feature extractor. This is because the
composite two linear function is itself a linear function, which
eliminates any computational advantage of a hidden layer.
The sigmoidal function, shown in equation 5-1, was selected for the
activation function, of the hidden and output neuron layers The
sigmoidal function has the advantage of being impervious to the zero
vector problem possible when using the TanH function. For this
investigation the desire to have an activation function yield values
over the range of -1 to 1 is not important, and so the sigmoid
function has been selected for both layers.
v ' 1 + e
Eqn 5-1
Tests were conducted to determine if the output neuron layer could
have a linear activation function. During these tests the training
session did not achieve the sum squared error goal which was easily
achieved for the sigmoid-sigmoid activation functions. Activation
functions were selected from three radio control buttons including:
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linear, sigmoid, and hyperbolic tangent. The sigmoid-sigmoid
combination yielded the best training results.
5.3.2. Momentum
The application of momentum in this investigation is governed by
two variables. The error ratio and momentum term determine the
system's behavior with regards to the contribution of previous
history during system training. The error ratio has the dynamic
range of [1, oo] and impacts both momentum and adaptive learning
rate. Momentum is applied to the learning stage for every epoch
where the error resulting from weight and bias changes is no more
than the error ratio multiplied by the previous error value.
Whenever the current error is exceeded by the previous error
multiplied by the error ratio, the momentum term is reset to zero.
In this investigation the error ratio was adjusted between 1 and 1.5
to determine a preferred setting. It was determined that an error
ratio close to 1, say 1.05, worked best of those tested.
The second governing variable is the momentum term itself. The
momentum term has a dynamic range of [0, oo], with 0 indicating the
absence of momentum. This investigation found that a momentum
term of 0.95 worked best for training the system.
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5.3.3. Adaptive Learning Rate
In addition to the use of momentum, an adaptive learning rate was
also used to improve training performance. Like momentum, the
adaptive learning rate is governed in part by the error ratio. In
addition to the error ratio, a initial learning rate value, learning rate
increment ratio, and learning rate decrement ratio can be customized
for improved performance.
An advantage to using adaptive learning rate is that the initial
setting of the learning rate is not of great importance for overall
training. We decided to start out cautious by setting the initial
learning rate to 0.01. The learning rate can take on any value in the
range (0, oo ). The learning rate increment ratio has the range (1, oo ).
Again, a cautious approach was taken in order to increase training
success, and the learning rate increment ratio was set to 1.05. The
third and final training variable, learning rate decrement ratio, has
the range of (0, 1). We used 0.7. The setting of this parameter was
influenced by the error ratio. The larger the error ratio the lower
the learning rate decrement ratio.
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5.4. Training Approaches
The method by which the input vector(s) are introduced to the ANN
is another decision which effects the ability to train the ANN and
achieve desired performance. One variable involves the choice
between "batch" and "on-line" weight updates. On-line updates
involves the evaluation of the system error and subsequent update
of the system's weights after every input vector. Opposing input
vectors could put the system into a deadlocked situation as the
weights are changed between two extremes, never converging on an
acceptable value to accommodate both input vectors.
Batch updating was implemented for this investigation. In this
method all input vectors are introduced to the ANN before any error
evaluation or weight updates are made. This allows the system to
adjust the weights to accommodate all input vectors. When there are
a large number of input vectors, batch processing takes less time to
train ANN's. Because of this reduced processing time and the
possibility of a deadlock system with on-line training, batch
processing was chosen.
The coverage and amount of input vectors have been observed to
have an impact on a system's ability to generalize. Input vector
coverage concerns the inclusion/exclusion of individual handwriting
styles from the training set of input vectors. An experiment was
performed to test system performance by excluding individual
handwriting styles, and training which includes all handwriting
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styles. Tests involving the exclusion of handwriting styles involved a
training vector of 1000 inputs from ten individuals, and a test vector
consisting of 200 inputs from the two other writers. Tests involving
the coverage of all handwriting styles involved a training vector of
960 inputs, with 8 samples of each digit from each style, and a test
vector consisting of 240 inputs which were not part of the training
set. Table 5-6 and figure 5-7 shows the testing results for training
which excludes individual handwriting styles and for training which
includes all styles found in the test set. It can be seen from this data
that the optimum system performance of 95.8% recognition was
achieved when all handwriting styles used to test the system were
included in the training set. When handwriting styles are omitted
from the training set the system performance falls to between 88%
and 94% recognition. Appendix H contains all training and testing
graphs associated with this test.
Test Label Training Description % Correctly Classified
Testl All minus Bill & Bob 88.50
Test2 All minus Donnie & Greg 90.00
Test3 All minus HPG & ISA 94.00
Test4 All minus Larry & Rich 92.50
Test5 All minus Sara & Stuart 92.00
Test6 All minus Tony & Wayne 88.00
Test7 8 Samples from ALL 95.83
Test8 Average of Above 91.55
Table 5-6 Test Results for Different Training Methods
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Figure 5-7. Test Results for Different Training Methods
The number of input vectors used for framing also has an impact on
system performance. This investigation included the evaluation of
performance for a training set containing 120 input vectors against
the performance for a training set containing 960 input vectors. Both
training sets contained input vectors from each handwriting style.
System testing was performed with 240 test vectors which were not
part of the training set. The training set consisting of 120 input
vectors yielded a test result of 81.9% correctly classified digits. The
training set consisting of 960 input vectors yielded a test result of
95.83% correctly classified digits. Table 5-7 and figure 5-8 illustrate
these results.
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Test Label Training Description % Correctly Classified
Testl 1 Sample from ALL 81.90
Test2 8 Samples from ALL 95.83
Table 5-7- Test Results for Different Training Set Sizes
U 9)
100-r
95--
90--
85--
80--
75--
70--
Test Results for Varying Training Set
Sizes
4-
120 960
Training Set Size
Figure 5-8. Test Results for Different Training Set Sizes
5.5. Classification Banding
Once the parameters and configuration for the training were
established, observations regarding the training sessions revealed an
interesting pattern. The initial state of the network is random and
untrained. The confusion matrix for this state corresponds to a
random scatter diagram. During the first 100 epochs the network
attempts to classify inputs to one of a few
"bands"
of classes. The
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next series of figures were taken during a training session involving
100 input vectors.
An animated sequence of this banding is shown in figures 5-9
through 5-17. In figure 5-9 the initial, untrained state of the system
is shown. After 25 epochs the system correctly classifies all '0', '1',
'4', '6', and '7' digits, as shown in figure 5-10.
JTT 2-Layer BackPropagation Training Results
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Figure 5-9. Initial Training State
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Figure 5-10. Training State after 25 epochs
Further on in training, at epoch number 50, the error remains
constant at 100, yet the confusion matrix reveals a change in
classification resulting in only the digits '1', '4', and
'7' being 100%
correctly classified. This is shown in figure 5-11. A pattern is
beginning to emerge as the confusion matrix moves towards three
distinct bands of classification.
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Figure 5-11. Training State after 50 epochs
The clearest indication of banding appears in figure 5-12 after 75
epochs. In this illustration there can be seen three distinct bans of
classification. The digit '1', '4', and '7' are the only outputs being
favored in the network. The bands in this figure are nearly
monodisperse, in that most of the digits classified have only one
possible outcome. Digits '0', '1', '6', and
'8'
are classified as the digit
'1' due to the horizontal and vertical symmetry inherent in most of
these digits. Digits '2', '3',
'5'
and
'7'
are mostly characterized as the
digit '7' as they have no symmetry yet have a flat top section. The
digit '4' is classified as it is, and the digit
'9' is split amongst all three
classifications.
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2-Layer Backpropagation Training Results
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Figure 5-12. Training State after 75 epochs
The next figure, figure 5-13, shows the dissipation of the
monodisperse nature of the
"banding"
phenomena. After 100 epochs
the system error is now less than in figure 5-10 even though only 3
digits are 100% correctly classified versus 5 digits in figure 5-10.
Comparing figures 5-10 and 5-13 and ignoring the epoch number
would suggest that the figure after 25 epochs is further trained than
the figure after 100 epochs. But this is not the case.
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Figure 5-13. Training State after 100 epochs
The dissipation of this banding is apparent in figure 5-14. This
figure represents training after 125 epochs. Further training
indicates the convergence on the solution as is shown in figures 5-15
through 5-17. Note that the confusion matrix indicates 100% correct
classification after 175 epochs in figure 5-16. The system continues
until the desired error goal is met after 205 epochs, as is shown in
figure 5-17.
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This classification banding was observed for both thinned and
original sub-window feature learning, and for training sets of
variable sizes. The bands formed were not always the same, and
varied in number from 2 to 4 bands.
5.6. Thinned Results
With the success of the sub-window feature, morphological thinning
was applied prior to the sub-window extraction in order to evaluate
system performance. In order to provide conclusive results, a series
of training methods were selected to rule out training set bias for the
thinned and original image testing results. The training methods
used are identical to those discussed previously. Table 5-8 contains
the experimental data for all seven tests and the average accuracy
among those seven tests for both original and thinned images. The
first six tests simply omitted two individuals handwriting styles from
the training set, and had a test set composed strictly of those two
individual handwriting styles. The seventh test had a training set
composed of each handwriting style, and a test set of each style with
samples not used in the training set.
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Test Label Test Description
Original %
Correctly
Classified
Thinned%
Correctly
Classified
Testl All minus Bill & Bob 88.50 91.50
Test2 All minus Donnie & Greg 90.00 92.00
Test3 All minus HPG & ISA 94.00 94.00
Test4 All minus Larry & Rich 92.50 94.50
Test5 All minus Sara & Stuart 92.00 95.50
Test6 All minus Tony & Wayne 88.00 92.50
Test7 8 Samples from ALL 95.83 95.83
Test8 Average of Above 91.55 93.69
Table 5-8. Test Results for Thinned vs. Original
A graphical representation of the original and thinned training
scenarios for all eight tests is shown in figure 5-18. It can be seen
that for all tests the thinned characters performed equal to or better
than the original characters, and on average, the thinned method
provided a 2.14% improvement in digit recognition versus original
characters. The advantage of thinning characters before feature
extraction was best realized for training which omitted complete
handwriting styles. Test 6 shows a 4.5% improvement by thinning
the digits.
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Thinned vs. Original Application Results for
Different Training Scenarios
Percent
Correct
Thinned
Original
Figure 5-18. Test Results for Thinned vs. Original
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6. Conclusions
6.1. System Development
This investigation has resulted in the development of a two-layer
back propagation ANN system for the training and testing of a
variety of ANN applications. Software development was achieved in
a timely and efficient manner by using the Matlab language for
system development. The entire back propagation system consists of
less than 700 lines of code. This small amount of code provides a
complete environment for the training and testing of ANN's. The
system environment allows for complete user customization for
testing a variety of learning schemes. The graphical displays
generated by the system provides an in depth look at the training
progression and testing results.
Although the software developed in this investigation was targeted
for the recognition of handwritten digits, many other ANN
applications can make use of this software. Properly formatted data
and target files are all that is required to apply this system to a
variety of other applications. Developers using
this software can
focus on experimenting with the large set of training parameters
which can be customized via the graphical user interface, rather than
on developing software to accommodate their needs. The software
system has been developed to determine the number of input and
output nodes required by a given application, and allows for the
customization of the number of hidden nodes.
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It is important to note that the software developed for this
investigation goes beyond training of an ANN. A trained network
must be characterized by the application of the network on test data.
This application of the network is characterized by three graphical
views of test results. The first view offers the graphical
representation of the confusion matrix, showing the items which
were classified correctly and misclassified. The misclassified items
indicate what classification they were misclassified as. A second
view allows the user to see the largest output node value plotted
against the second largest output node value. This graphic indicates
the network's ability to separate correctly classified digits from
misclassified digits. The third and final view takes the concept of
network confidence one step further by plotting the percent
classified correctly versus the percent of rejected classifications. This
final graph allows the trainer to select a trade-off point between
classification correctness and system rejection.
6.2. Digit Recognition
This application investigated the recognition of handwritten digits
using several features and recognition strategies. The digits were 16
pixel by 16 pixel, binary, separated digits from twelve individual
handwriting styles. The results can be divided into the two sections
of feature results and recognition strategy results.
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6.2.1. Feature Results
Of the three features tested, only sub-windows provided acceptable
training results. The central moment and chain code features did not
yield useful framing. The central moments feature may have
suffered due to the small size of the images. The variability amongst
different classes for central moments did not provide a separable
feature space. Further experimentation with central moments may
yield improved results. The 8-neighbor chain code was complicated
by the fact that the code length varies from digit to digit. After
correcting for the variation in code length the chain code feature
continued to fail to provide an acceptable training result. The sub-
window method was further broken down into five sub-window
sizes: 1 by 1 pixel, 2 by 2 pixel, 4 by 4 pixel, 8 by 8 pixel, and 16 by
16 pixel. Of the five sub-window sizes it was concluded that the 4 by
4 pixel was optimum in terms of performance and efficiency.
Later in the investigation it was discovered that the sub-window
feature could be improved by the use of morphological thinning.
Each sample digit was thinned prior to the extraction of the 4 by 4
pixel sub-window. The percentage of correctly classified digits rose
an average of 2.14% among the seven training tests performed. The
largest gain was realized for training methods which excluded
complete handwriting styles. The training method which excluded
the styles TONY and WAYNE experienced a 4.5% increase in the
number of correctly classified digits by thinning the digits prior to
feature extraction. In conclusion, the use of morphological thinning
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provides better system performance over original image data. The
thinning process extracts the underlying skeleton of each digit,
removing the need to consider stroke thickness during training. The
time required for morphological thinning is rninimal, and the
thinning is independent of orientation, translation, and scale.
6.2.2. Recognition Strategy Results
The recognition strategy implemented for this investigation includes
the configuration of all training parameters. In addition to the
customized training parameters, a discussion of the training pattern
will be discussed.
Of the many training parameters which can be customized, the
neural network type was fixed by the software developed. A classic
back propagation neural network with one hidden weight layer was
implemented. The input neuron layer consisted of 16 nodes to
accommodate the 16 sub-windows. The hidden neuron layer was set
to 4 nodes. Experimentation in the number of hidden nodes yielded
the value of 4 for the best performance which was studied. The
output neuron layer consisted of the 10 nodes representing the ten
possible outcomes. Both weight layers used the sigmoid activation
function for deterrnining neuron output.
In addition to the basic back propagation algorithm, two methods
were introduced to facilitate the system learning. Momentum was
added and assigned to a value of 0.95. The momentum increased the
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likelihood of learning by providing system "memory" to influence the
changes in weights and biases. An adaptive learning rate was the
second method added to the basic back propagation algorithm. The
adaptive learning rate was composed of an error ratio set to 1.05, the
initial learning rate was set to 0.01, the increment learning ratio was
set to 1.05, and the decrement learning ratio was set to 0.70.
Implementing an adaptive learning rate increases system learning
performance by giving the control over the rate of learning to the
ANN system. When the system error is declining, the learning rate is
increased to speed up the approach to a desirable solution. As a
system error increases, the learning rate is decreased to allow the
system to pull back and proceed at a more cautious pace towards the
solution. The system error provides the feedback necessary to
control the adaptive learning rate, and reduces the amount of time
required to train the network.
During the training phase of this investigation an interesting
phenomena arose. The system software displayed graphics showing
the manner by which the network learned to classify handwritten
digits. The network requires a phase of learning by which the ten
possible outcomes are reduced to two or more bands of possible
classification. This banding was observed and concluded to be the
system's attempt to group similar vector inputs in order to generalize
the solution before proceeding to a specific solution.
All training
during the use of 4 by 4 pixel sub-windows displayed
this pattern of
learning.
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6.3. Future Directions
During the course of this investigation several opportunities for
future work arose. The most stimulating opportunity involves the
understanding and generalization of the "banding" effect observed
during training. Future work can be done to determine the nature of
this banding and possible network enhancements to facilitate the
banding phase.
With the large number of training parameters, only a small number
of tests were performed to determine the variable assignments.
Future work can be done to develop and execute a designed
experiment to determine training parameter settings. Such an
undertaking may yield further insight into the workings of activation
functions, hidden nodes, momentum, and adaptive learning rate.
This investigation utilized a library of images which were already in
digital, binary form. A complete study of image acquisition and
digital representation remains as an area of interest. Factors
including digit separation, orientation, and intensity are areas which
can be further explored.
The subject of character recognition and pattern recognition in
general continues to be an exciting field of study. This investigation
has addressed the classification of digits via the implementation of a
2-layer back propagation system. The system developed is not
specific to the application addressed here, and it is the hope of this
108
author that others may benefit by using this software in the pursuit
of greater understanding of neural networks and their behavior.
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tttttt ttit tttttttt tttttt
tttt tttt tttttttt tttt
tttt tttt tttttttttttttt tttttt tttttt
tttt tttt tttttttt tttt tttttttt ttit
tttt tttttttttttttttttt tttttttttt tt tttttttttttt tttt tttttttt
tttt tttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttt tt tttttttttttttttttt tttt tttttttttttttttttt
tttttt tt tttt tttttttt tttt ttit tttttt ittt tttttttt tttttt
tttt tt tttt tttttt tttt tttt tttttt tttttt tt
tttttt it ttit tttttt tttt tttt tttttttttttt
tttttttt tttttt tttttt tttttttttt tttt tttttttt tttttttttttt tttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
A-7
Bill Bob Donnie Greg
tttttttttttttttttt tttttttttt tttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tttt tttttt
tt tttt
ttit tttttt
tttttttt tttttt
tttttttt
tttttttt tttt
tttttttt tttt
tttttttt tttt
tttttt tttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttttt tttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttttt
tttttttt tttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttt tt tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tt tttttttttttttttttt tttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttt tttttt
tttttt tttttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
HPG ISA
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttttt tttt
tttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttt tttt
tttttt tttt
tttt tttttt
ittt fttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttt
Larry Rich
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt ttttttttttttittttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttt tttttttttttt
tttttt tttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttt
ttttit tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttttt ttit
tttttttt tttttt
tttttt tttt
Sara Stuart Tony Wayne
tttttt tttttttttttttttt tttttttttttt tttttttttt tttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttt tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttt tttt tttttttt tttttttttttttt tttttttttttttt tttttt
tttt tttt tttttttt tttt tttttt tttttt
tttt tttt tttt tttt tttt
tttt tttttt tttttt tttt
tttttt tttt tttttt tttttt
tttt tttt tttttt tttt
tttt tttt tttttt tttttt
tttt tttt tttttt tttt
tttt tttt fttttt tttttt
tttt tttt tttttt tttt
tttttt tttt tttttt tttttt
tttt tt tttttt tttt
tttt tt tttttt tttt
tttt tt tttt tttttt
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Bill
tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt tttt
tttttt tttttttttttt
tttttt tttttttt
tttttt tttttttt
tttttttttt
tttttttt
tttttttt
tttttttttt
tttttt tttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttt
tttttt tttttt
tttt tttttt
tttttttttttttt
Bob
tttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttttt
tttt tttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt
tttttttttt
tttttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttttt tttttt
tttttt tttt
tttttttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttt
Donnie
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tt
tttttt tttttt
ttit ttttit
tttttt tttttt
tttttttttt tttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttt ttit
tttt tt
tttt it
tttt nit
tttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
Greg
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tttttttttt
tttttttt tttttt
tttttttttt ttttit
tttttttttttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttt tttttttt
tttttttttt tttttttt
tttttt tttttttt
tttttt tttt
tttttttt tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
HPG
tttttttttttttt
tttt tttttttt tttttttt
tttttttt tttt
ittt tt
ttit tt
tttt tttt
ittt tttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttttttttt
tttttttt
tttttt tttttt
ttttit tttttt
tttt ttit
tttt tttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttt
ISA
tttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttttt
tttttttt
tttttttttt
tttt ttit
tttt tttt
tttt ttit
tttt tttttt
tttttttttttttttt
Larry
tttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
itittt tttttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt
tttttttt tttttttt
ttttit tttttttt
tttt tttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt
Rich
tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttt ttttit
tttt it
tttt tttt
itittt tttttttt
tttttttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttt
tttttttttt
tttttttt tttttt
ttttit tttt
tttttttt tttt
tttttt tttttt
ttit tttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
Sara
tttt tttttttttttttt
tttttttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt ttit
tttttt ttit
tttttt ittt
tttttttttttt
tttttttt
tttttttttt
tttttt tttt
tttttt ttit
tttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttttttttttttttt
Stuart
tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttt tttttt
ttit tttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttt
tttttt tttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
Tony Wayne
tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
tttt tttttttt it
ttttit tttttttttt
tttt tttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttttt
tttttttttt tttt
tttttttt it
tttttttttt
ttttit tttttt
tttttt tttt
tttt it
tttt tttt
tttt ttit
tttt tttttt
tttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttt
tttt tttt
ttttit tttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttt tttttt
ttttit tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttt
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Bill Bob Donnie Greg
tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttttt
tttttt tttttttt
ttttit tttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
HPG
tttttttttttttt
tttttttttt tttttt
tttttt ittt
tttt tttttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttt ittt tt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttt tttttt
ttit
tttt
tttt
its
tttt
ittt
tttttttttt
Sara
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt ttttit
tttttttttttttttttttt
itititttttttit
ttttit
tttt
tttttt
ttttit
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
ISA
tttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttt tttt
tttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt
tttttt
tttt
ttit
tttttt
tttt
tttt
tttttt
tttttt
ttit
tttt
tttttt
Stuart
tttttttttttttt
tttttttt tttttt
tttttt Ittt
tttt tttttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttt ttttit
tttt ttttit
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tttttt
tttttt
ittt
tttttt
tttttt
tttt
tttttt
Larry
tttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttt tttttttt
ttttit tttttttt
tttt tttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
ttittt
tttttt
ttttit
tttttt
ttttit
tttttttt
tttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt tttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttt tttttt
tttttt
tttttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttttt
tttttt
tttttt
Rich
tttttttttttttttt
tttttttt tttttttttt
tttt tttt
tttt ttttit
tttttttttttttttttttt
tttttttttttttttt
tttttt
tttttt
ttittt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttt
tttt
tttt
tttt
Tony Wayne
tttttttt tttttttttt
tttttt tttttttttttttttt tttttt tttttttttt
tttt tt tttt tt tttt tttt
tttt tttttt tttt tttt
tttttttt tttttt tttt tttttt
tttttttttttttttttttt tttttt tttttttttt
tttt tttt tttttttttttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tt
tttt tt
tttt tt
tt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tt
tttttttttttttt
tttttttttt tttttttt
tttttttt tttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttttt
tttttttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttt
tttttt
tttttttttttt
tttttttttttt tttttt
tttttttt tttt
tttttt
tttt tttt
tttt tttttt
tttt tttttttt
tttttttttttttttttttt
tttttt tttttt
tttttt
tttttt
tttt
tttt
tttt
tttttt
tttttt
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Appendix B
Bill '0'
Bob '0'
Donnie '0'
Thick character with a flat bottom and a top which
comes to a point with an angle towards the NW corner.
Medium thickness character with a thin, flat bottom,
wide open space inside, and a slight angle at the top
towards the NE corner.
West side medium thickness, East side thin. Some
samples have curl inside at the top.
Greg '0' West side medium thickness, East side thick, top comes
to a point, bottom is flat.
HPG '0' West side thin thickness, East side medium, internal curl
at NW corner.
ISA '0' Medium thickness character with bottom half skewed
towards the SW corner. Equally flat top and bottom.
Larry '0' Medium thickness character with equally flat top and
bottom, and curl inside at top.
Rich '0' Medium thickness character with digit at an angle from
SW to NE.
Sara '0' Medium thickness character with parallel line sides and
equally flat top and bottom.
Stuart '0' Medium thickness character with a larger top than
bottom and a curl inside the NW corner.
Tony '0' Medium thickness character with an extreme slant along
the SW to NE diagonal.
Wayne '0' Medium thickness character with a thin flat bottom and
a thick pointed top.
Table B-l Digit '0' Description for all handwriting styles
B-l
Bill'l'
Bob T
Donnie '1'
Greg T
Thick character with the top half angled from NE to SW
and the bottom half straight.
Thin at top and thicker at bottom with angle from top
NE to bottom SW.
Medium thickness character with slight angle from top
NW to bottom SE.
Thick stroke with angle from top NE to bottom SW.
HPG T Medium thickness character with slight jar to the West.
ISA '1' Medium thickness character with angle from top NE to
bottom SW.
Larry '!' Thick stroke with slight angle from top NE to bottom
SW.
Rich '1' Medium thickness character with angle from top NE to
bottom SW.
Sara'l' Thick stroke with straight top half and angled bottom
half from West to East.
Stuart '1' Straight and thin.
Tony'l' Thick character with extreme angle from top NE to
bottom SW.
Wayne T Medium jagged thickness with slight angle from top NE
to bottom SW.
Table B-2 Digit '1' Description for all handwriting styles
B-2
Bill '2'
Bob '2'
Donnie '2'
Greg '2'
HPG'O'
ISA '2'
Large upper curve of '2' with small flat bottom.
Beginning of bottom flat starts East of top curve.
Medium thickness character with large loop at SW
corner of '2' which is solid.
Small top curve with large open loop at SW corner.
Small top curve with thick angular bottom.
Large top curve with short, thin bottom. Smoothly
curved all around.
Sharply angled top with large, thin, flat bottom
Larry '2' Small curl at top, long stroke towards bottom with a
small loop at the SW corner filled.
Rich '2* Large letterwith a flat bottom and thick stroke.
Sara '2* Curl at top with large, flat bottom.
Stuart '2' Large top curl with large overhang, small filled loop at
SW corner and arched bottom.
Tony '2' Short top curl, swooping body, larger thin, flat bottom.
Wayne '2' Small top curl with long angular body, angled bottom
from SW to NE.
Table B-3 Digit '2' Description for all handwriting styles
B-3
Bill '3'
Bob '3'
Donnie '3'
Varies greatly with top or bottom curl shorter than the
other, and smooth middle curve.
Short top curve and long middle curve which has a flat
section. Thin character stroke.
Large top curve with shorter bottom curve that reaches
up towards the middle curve.
Greg '3' Small top curve, filled middle curl and large bottom
curve.
HPG '3' Small top curve, long and large bottom curve.
ISA '3' Small top curve, large bottom curve with both angled
from NW to SE.
Larry '3' Small top and bottom curve, with long middle curve
extendedWest of entire character.
Rich '3' Thick top curve with large angular NE to SW bottom
curve.
Sara '3' Same size top and bottom curve with the entire digit
angled NW to SE.
Stuart '3' Small jagged top curve with larger, thin bottom curve
and flat bottom.
Tony
'3' Short top curve with thick middle curve and a bottom
curve with a lip at the end.
Wayne '3' Flat top curve with angular thick middle curve and
angular bottom curve with lip.
Table B-4 Digit
*3' Description for all handwriting styles
B-4
Bill '4' Large top part with smooth curves looking like the
letter 'Y'.
Bob '4' Deep, narrow top curve with a lip at the bottom.
Donnie '4' Long top part with parallel lines, mostly straight.
Greg '4' Large, angular top half with cross at middle and short
bottom part.
HPG '4' Large, curved top with cross at middle and short bottom
art
ISA '4' Thin character with long top half, cross at middle with
lip, and long, thin bottom.
Larry '4' Curved, thick top with cross at middle which is curled
up towards top. Also has a thick bottom part.
Rich '4' Short, bowed top with long, curved bottom.
Sara '4' Angular top making an open triangle with the East side
shorter than the West side, and a long, angular bottom.
Stuart '4' Swooping top curve with the East side shorter than the
West side. Jagged cross at middle with thin bottom.
Tony '4' Thin, triangular top almost fully closed with a cross at
the middle and a long, thin bottom.
Wayne '4' Curved top half with a cross at the middle and a curled
bottom part.
Table B-5 Digit
'4' Description for all handwriting styles
B-5
Bill '5'
Bob '5'
Donnie '5'
Greg '5'
HPG '5'
ISA '5'
Larry '5'
No top, lots of curls, and flat bottom.
Flared top towards the NE. Flat vertical line into a
curved bottom.
Curled top with flat, large, vertical line into a curved
bottom with a lip at the end.
Flat top into a vertical line, into a long bottom part. The
entire digit is angled from NE to SW.
Angled top into a long vertical line into a small bottom.
Flat top into a short vertical line into a long wide curve
at the bottom.
Angled top into a long, thin, vertical line into a bottom
curve which goes furtherWest then the entire digit.
Rich '5' Entire character is thin and angled from NE to SW with a
thick, flat top and a smooth thin body.
Sara '5' Thick, flat top into a long middle hook into an openly
curved bottom which ends East of the entire digit.
Stuart '5' Large top part into a small tightly curved bottom.
Tony *5' Small, angled top into a long, thin, straight middle into a
small, flat bottom.
Wayne '5' Large, top section with a curled bottom which ends East
of the entire digit.
Table B-6 Digit '5' Description for all handwriting styles
B-6
Bill '6'
Bob '6'
Donnie '6'
Greg '6'
Thick characterwith circular bottom.
Long top curve into a circular bottom.
Long top curve into a skewed oval bottom.
Thick character with a long top curve into a skewed oval
bottom.
HPG '6' Small bottom oval pointed NW.
ISA '6' Perfectly circular bottom.
Larry '6' Thick character with a small, circular bottom.
Rich '6' Long top curve into a small, skewed oval bottom
pointing NE.
Sara '6' Short top curve into a large, open, circular bottom.
Stuart '6' Angled top part into a large, skewed, oval bottom
pointing NE.
Tony '6' Angled top part into a small, circular bottom which lies
West of the entire digit.
Wayne '6' Long, curved top into a skewed, oval bottom which lies
East of the entire digit and points NE.
Table B-7 Digit '6' Description for all handwriting styles
B-7
Bill '7' Thick, flat top into a slightly angular line.
Bob '7' Small top into an angular bottom which extends West of
the entire digit.
Donnie '7' Large top into a long, thin, angular line.
Greg '7' Extra thick top into a thick angular line.
HPG '7' Flat, thin top with a curl into an angled line.
ISA '7' Flat top with well defined sharp angle into line.
Larry '7' Flat top with slight curve into angled line extending East
of the entire digit.
Rich '7' Flat top into an angled line.
Sara '7' Small angled top into a nearly vertical line.
Stuart '7' Flat top into a thin line which becomes vertical at the
end.
Tony '7'
Wayne '7'
Curled top into a thick angular line.
Jagged, angular top into a long line with a little curl.
Table B-8 Digit '7' Description for all handwriting styles
BS
Bill '8'
Bob '8'
Donnie '8'
Greg '8'
HPG '8'
ISA '8'
Flat, triangular top stretched vertically into bottom
circle.
Triangular, large top circle into an angled, thin bottom
circle.
Large, triangular top circle into an open, stretched
bottom circle. Entire digit angled from NW to SE.
Thick character with equally sized top and bottom
circles.
Large, tear drop top circle into a smaller, triangular
bottom circle.
Thin, tear drop top circle into a smaller, tear drop
bottom circle of even stoke width.
Larry '8' Thick character with heart shaped top circle into a
smaller, circular bottom.
Rich '8' Large, circular top circle into an angle bottom from NE to
SW.
Sara '8' Thin characterwith a tear drop top and bottom circle.
Stuart '8' Circular top with slightly larger offset bottom.
Tony '8' Small, triangular top with extra pixels on the East side
into a tear drop bottom.
Wayne '8' Small, open top into a larger, tear drop bottom circle.
Table B-9 Digit '8' Description for all handwriting styles
B-9
Bill '9'
Bob '9'
Donnie '9'
Greg '9'
HPG '9'
ISA '9'
Thick character with a large circular top and curved
bottom.
Thick characterwith a circular top and curved bottom.
Large, circular header. Entire character has medium
thickness.
Thick character with a skewed head from NE to SW.
Large top with extra loop on the East side into a vertical
line with a flat edged bottom.
Small, circular top into an angular line which extends
West of the entire digit.
Larry '9' Thick character with round top into an angular line.
Rich '9' Skewed, circular top into an angular line which extends
West of the entire digit.
Sara '9' Heart shaped top into a nearly straight, vertical line.
Stuart '9' Thin, jagged strokes with the head going into a vertical
line.
Tony '9' Evenly thick strokes with entire digit angled from NE to
SW.
Wayne '9' Open, large, circular top into a nearly vertical line.
Table B-10 Digit '9' Description for all handwriting styles
B-10
Appendix C
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AA-A-A-AA-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AA-AAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAiUtAAAAAAA-A^
/* */
/* FILE NAME: SEGMENT.C V
/* */
/* AUTHOR: Jeffrey R. Pink V
/* */
/* DATE: 03/16/95 */
/* */
/* PURPOSE: Segment an image file into N number ofwindows */
/* and count the number of pixels in each window */
/* */
/A-A-A-A-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAA/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
void main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
char *filename, buff[25], d;
int window_size;
int sub_windows_per_line ;
int subwindowsize;
int number_of_subwindows ;
int row, col, c, x;
int found;
FILE *fp, *fpo;
int *subwindows;
char BACKGROUND = ' ';
/* Retrieve image file name and sub-window size. */
if (argc == 1)
printf("Image Sub-Windows by Jeffrey R. Pink March 16, 1995\n\n");
found = 0;
window_size = 0;
do
{
printf("Enter File Name to segment:\n");
gets(filename);
if ((fp = fopen(filename,"r")) != NULL)
found = 1;
}
while (found == 0);
found = 0;
do
printf("Enter Output File Name:\n");
gets(filename);
if ((fpo = fopen(filename,"w")) != NULL)
found = 1 ;
}
while (found == 0);
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do
{
printf("\n");
printf("Select Sub-Window Size:\n");
printf
(" 1) 1 x 1 pixels\n");
printf
(" 2) 2 x 2 pixels\n");
printf
(" 3) 4 x 4 pixels\n");
printf
(" 4) 8 x 8 pixelsXn");
printf(" 5) 16 x 16 pixels\n\n");
gets(buff);
sscanf(buff, "%d", &window_size);
}
while ( (window_size < 1) II (window_size > 5) );
}
else
{
fp = fopen(argv[l],"r");
fpo = fopen(argv[2],"w");
window_size = atoi(argv[3]);
}
/* Determine pixel size and array size based on */
/* sub-window size */
switch (window_size)
{
case 1:
sub_window_size = 1 ;
sub_windows_per_line =16;
number_of_subwindows = 256;
break;
case 2:
sub_window_size = 2;
sub_windows_per_line = 8;
number_of_subwindows = 64;
break;
case 3:
sub_window_size = 4;
sub_windows_per_line = 4;
number_of_subwindows = 16;
break;
case 4:
sub_window_size = 8;
sub_windows_per_line = 2;
number_of_subwindows = 4;
break;
case 5:
sub_window_size =16;
sub_windows_per_line = 1;
number_of_subwindows = 1 ;
break;
default:
break;
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}/* Alocate memory for sub-windows */
if ( NULL == ( subwindows = calloc(number_of_subwindows , sizeof(int) ) ) )
{
printf("Can not allocate memory \n");
abort();
}
/* Extract sub-window information from image file. */
for (x = 0; x < number_of_subwindows ; x++)
subwindows[x] = 0; /* Initialize all summations to 0 */
col = 0;
row = 0;
while ((fscanf(fp, "%c", &d)) != EOF)
{
x= (row/sub_window_size ) * sub_windows_per_line +
(col/sub_window_size );
if ( (d != BACKGROUND) && (d != '\n') )
subwindows[x]++;
if (d!='\n')
col++;
if (col > 15 )
{
col = 0;
row++;
}
}
/* Write sub-window information to output file. */
for (x = 0; x < number_of_subwindows ; x++)
fprintf(fpo, "%i ", subwindows[x]);
free (subwindows);
fclose (fp);
fclose (fpo);
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Appendix D
/AA-AAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAA-AAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A/
/*
/* FILE NAME:
/*
/* AUTHOR:
/*
/* DATE:
/*
/* PURPOSE:
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAA-A-AA-AAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-A
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
THINZS.C
Jeffrey R. Pink
04/11/95
A thinning algorithm based on the article: "A
Fast Parallel Algorithm for Thinning Digital
Patterns" by T. Y Zhang and C Y. Suen
Communications of the ACM. March 1984.
Vol. 27 pp 236 - 239.
V
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
V
*/
*/
*/
/aaaaaaaaaaa Global Declarations ***********/
int ConnectedRegions(int i,int j,char iteration[16][16]);
char iteration 1 [16] [16]; /* BIG buffer of memory used in the first
subiteration which deletes the South-
East boundary points and the North
west corner points. */
BIG buffer ofmemory used in the
second subiteration which deletes the
North-West boundary points and the
South-East corner points. */
BIG buffer ofmemory containing
original image */
const char FOREGROUND = '#'; /* Background pixel value */
const char BACKGROUND = ' '; /* Foreground pixel value */
char iteration2[16][16]; /*
char original[16][16];
/*
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAA-A-AAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAA-AAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AA-AAA/
/*
/* Function:
/*
/* Description:
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
MAIN PROGRAM
This program reads in an image from a file and
thins that image down to a skeleton of 8-
connectedsingle pixel thickness. This is done by
removing all contour pixels of the image except
pixels belonging to the skeleton of the image.The
algorithm consists of a controlling do-while loop
which ends the thinning process when there are
no more pixels removed from the image. Within */
this do-while loop is two subiterations. The
purpose of having the two subiterations is to
resolve the bias issue having to deal with the
program scanning the image from top to bottom,
left to right. Each of the two subiterations
applies two rules (in differing directions) to
determine whether a pixel can be eroded from
the original images just by examining it's 8-
V
*/
V
*/
V
*/
*/
V
*/
V
*/
*/
*/
V
V
V
V
V
D-l
/* connected neighbors. V
/* Rule #1: A pixel can be roded only if it has more V
/* than one and less than seven 8-connected */
/* neighors. This rule ensures that both the end V
/* points of the skeleton are preserved and that */
/* pixels are eroded away from the boundaries of a */
f* region in contrast to the interior. */
/* Rule #2: A pixel can be eroded only if it is V
/*
connected to only one other region.This rule */
/* ensures that regions which are connected remain */
/* so in the final skeleton */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
void main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
int again; /* Flag indicating when to stop iterating to
extract skeleton (1 = Coninue, 0 = Stop) */
char *filename; /* The name of the source/destination image
file V
int found; /* Flag indicating whether input file found. V
FILE *fpinput; /* File Pointer to input file */
FILE *fpoutput; /* File Pointer to output file */
/* Index into the image buffer (Line Number) */
/* Index into the image buffer (Column
Number) */
/* The pixel being examined */
/* Neighbor Offset into the image buffer
(Column Number) */
/* Neighbor Offset into the image buffer
(Line Number) V
/* The number of 8-connected neighbors of a
pixel */
int regions_connected; /* The number of regions connected to
the pixel */
/AAAAAAA-AA-AAAAA-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* If arguments passed in parse them here, otherwise query */
/* user for input */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
if (argc == 1)
printf("THINZS by Jeffrey R. Pink April 11, 1995\n\n");
found = 0;
do
{
printf("Enter File Name to thinzs:\n");
gets(filename);
if ((fpinput = fopen(filename,"rH)) != NULL)
found = 1;
J
while (found == 0);
found = 0;
printf("Enter File Name to send result to:\n");
gets (filename);
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int i;
intj;
char k;
int m;
int n;
int neigh;
fpoutput = fopen(filename,"w");
}
else
{
if ((fpinput = fopen(argv[l],"r")) != NULL)
found = 1;
else
found = 0;
while (found == 0)
{
printf("Enter File Name to thinzs:\n");
gets(filename);
if ((fpinput = fopen(filename,"r")) != NULL)
found = 1;
}
fpoutput = fopen(argv[2],"w");
/*-,W,A-A;I.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* Read in Image data from input file into all three image */
/* buffers /
//A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
i = 0;
j = 0;
while ((fscanf(fpinput, "%c", &k)) != EOF)
{
original [i][j] = k;
iteration l[i][j] = k;
iteration2[i][j] = k;
j++;
if (j > 15)
i
j = 0;
i++;
}
}
fclose (fpinput);
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AA-AA-AAAAAAAAAAA-A-AA-A-AAAAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* Remove pixels not belonging to skeleton from image until */
/* no further pixels can be removed */
/A-A-A-A-A-AA-A-A-A'AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AA-AA-A-A-AAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
do
{
again = 0;
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* Go through the entire image for sub-iteration 1 */
/* Sub-iteration 1 deletes the South-East boundary */
/* points and the North-West corner points */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAA-AAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
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for(j=0;j<16;j++)
{
/* If not foreground skip loop */
if (iterationl[i][j] != FOREGROUND) continue;
/* Rule #1: Determine the number of 8-connected */
/* neighbors */
neigh = 0;
for (n=-l; n<=l; n++)
I
for (m=-l; m<=l; m++)
{
if ( (i+n >= 0) && (i+n < 16) && (j+m>=0) &&
j+m < 16) )
if (iterationl[i+n][j+m] == FOREGROUND) neigh++;
}
}
if (neigh > 0) neigh-; /* Subtract out the
pixel itself */
/* Are there more than one and fewer than
seven 8-connected neighbors? */
if ( (neigh>=2) && (neigh<=6) )
{
/* Rule #2: Determine the number of regions
connected to the pixel in question? */
regions_connected = ConnectedRegions(i, j, iterationl);
/* If there is only one region associated with the pixel
check to see if pixel can be removed based on it
being a South-East boundary point or a North-West
corner point.*/
if (regions_connected == 1)
{
if ( (iterationl [i-l] [j] == BACKGROUND) II
( iteration l[i]D+l] == BACKGROUND) II
(iterationl[i+l]D] == BACKGROUND) )
{
if ( (iterationl[i][j+l] == BACKGROUND) II
(iterationl [i+l][j] == BACKGROUND) II
(iterationl [i] B-l] == BACKGROUND) )
{
iteration [i] [j] = BACKGROUND;
again = 1;
}
}
} /* End If Rule #2 TRUEV
} /* End If Rule #1 TRUE*/
} /* End for cols in image */
} /* end for rows in image */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAA-A-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
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/* Copy iteration2 into iterationl to begin next sub-iteration */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
{
for (j=0; j<16; j++)
{
iterationl [i][j] = iteration2[i][j];
}
}
/AA-AAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A /
/* Go through the entire image for sub-iteration 2 V
/* Sub-iteration 2 deletes the North-West boundary points */
/* and the South-East corner points. */
/A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA /
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
{
for (j=0;j<16;j++)
i
/* If not foreground skip loop */
if (iteration2[i][j] != FOREGROUND) continue;
/* Rule #1: Determine the number of 8-connected */
/* neighbors */
neigh = 0;
for (n=-l; n<=l; n++)
{
for (m=-l; m<=l; m++)
i
if ( (i+n >= 0) && (i+n < 16) && (j+m >=0) &&
j+m < 16) )
if (iteration2[i+n]D+m] == FOREGROUND) neigh++;
}
}
if (neigh > 0) neigh-; /* Subtract out the
pixel itself */
/* Are there more than one and fewer than
seven 8-connected neighbors? V
if ( (neigh>=2) && (neigh<=6) )
i
/* Rule #2: Determine the number of regions
connected to the pixel in question? */
regions_connected = ConnectedRegions(i, j, iteration2);
/* If there is only one region associated with the pixel
check to see if pixel can be removed based on it
being a North-West boundary point or a South-East
corner point.*/
if (regions_connected == 1)
if ( (iteration2[i-l][j] == BACKGROUND) II
(iteration2[i][j+l] == BACKGROUND) II
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(iteration2[i][j-l] == BACKGROUND) )
i
if ( (iteration2[i-l][j] == BACKGROUND) II
(iteration2[i+l][j] == BACKGROUND) II
(iteration2[i][j-l] == BACKGROUND) )
{
iteration l[i][j] = BACKGROUND;
again = 1;
}
}
} /* End If Rule #2 TRUE V
} /* End If Rule #1 TRUE */
} /* End for cols in image */
} /* end for rows in image */
/A-A-A-A-A-AAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AA-A-AAA-A-AA-A-AA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAA*AA-AA-*A-AA-A-A'AA*A-AAAAAA-A-AAAAA-AA'AAAA*AAAAAAAAAAA /
/* Copy iterationl into iteration2 to begin next sub-iteration */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-AAAAAAAA'AAA-A-A-AAAA-AAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AA /
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
{
for (j=0; j<16; j++)
i
iteration2[i][j] = iterationl [i][j];
}
}
} while (again);
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* Display output to the screen and write output to a file */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-Ay
printf("Original I Thinzs\n");
printf
(" I \n");
for (i=0; i<16; i++)
{
for (j=0;j<16;j++)
{
printf("%c", original[i][j]);
}
printfC I ");
for(j=0;j<16;j++)
{
printf("%c", iteration2[i][j]);
fprintf(fpoutput, "%c", iteration2[i][j]);
}
printf("\n");
fprintf(fpoutput, "\n");
}
fclose(fpoutput);
} /* end main(). */
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/iWrik-A-A-ArA-A-A-AA AAA-A-A-A-A-AAA AA-A-A^A-*^A-A^A^ATA^rA^r**A-A-A^ A A-A-A-A-AA AA-A-A-AA AA A-AAA Akkk-kk A-A-AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-jlrA^A-^^A-A-^k-A^^A-J^****/
/*
*/
/* Function: ConnectedRegions */
/*
*/
/* Description: Determine the number of regions connected to */
/* a given pixel by examining the 8-connected */
/*
neighbors. */
/A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
int ConnectedRegions(int i,int j,char iteration[16][16])
i
int ii; /* Index into neighbors in the image buffer
(Line Number) */
int jj; /* Index into neighbors in the image buffer
(Column Number) */
char k; /* The pixel being examined */
int regions_connected = 0; /* The number of connected regions */
ii = i-l;
jj = j-l;
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
k = iteration [ii][jj];
else
k = BACKGROUND;
/AA-A-AA-AAA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AAA-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA'A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA /
/* Move clockwise around the (ii,jj) pixel, counting level */
/* changes */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AA-AAAA-AAAAA /
jj++; /* Move to (ii-1, jj) and test if valid image location */
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k != iteration[ii]fjj])
{
k = iteration [ii][jj];
regions_connected++;
}
}
else
{
if (k != BACKGROUND)
i
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++;
}
}
jj++; /* Move to (ii-1, jj+1) and test if valid image location */
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k!= iteration[ii][jj])
{
k = iteration [ii]fjj];
regions_connected++;
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}
}
else
i
if (k != BACKGROUND)
{
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++;
J
}
ii++; /* Move to (ii, jj+1) and test if valid image location */
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k!= iteration[ii][jj])
{
k = iteration [ii][jj];
regions_connected++;
}
!
else
{
if (k != BACKGROUND)
{
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++;
}
}
ii++; /* Move to (ii+1, jj+1) and test if valid image location */
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k != iteration[ii][jj])
{
k = iteration[ii][jj];
regions_connected++;
}
}
else
{
if (k != BACKGROUND)
i
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++;
}
}
jj--; /* Move to (ii+1, jj) and test if valid image location V
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k != iteration[ii][jj])
{
k= iteration [ii]0J];
regions_connected++;
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}else
{
if (k != BACKGROUND)
{
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++ ;
}
jj-; /* Move to (ii+1, jj-1) and test if valid image location */
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k != iteration [ii][jj])
{
k = iteration [ii][jj];
regions_connected++;
else
{
if (k != BACKGROUND)
{
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++ ;
}
}
ii ;
/* Move to (ii, jj-1) and test if valid image location */
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k != iteration[ii][jj])
{
k = iteration [ii][jj];
regions_connected++;
else
{
if (k != BACKGROUND)
{
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++;
}
ii-; /* Move to (ii-1, jj-1) and test if valid image location */
if ( (ii >= 0) && (ii <= 15) && (jj >= 0) && (jj <= 15) )
{
if (k != iteration [ii][jj])
(
k = iteration [iljfjj];
regions_connected++;
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}
}
else
{
if (k != BACKGROUND)
i
k = BACKGROUND;
regions_connected++;
}
regions_connected = regions_connected/2;
return (regions_connected ) ;
/* End ConnectedRegions */
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Appendix F
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-*/
/*
*/
/* FILE NAME: CMOMENTS.C */
/*
*/
/* AUTHOR: Jeffrey R. Pink */
/*
V
/* DATE: 04/20/95 */
/*
V
/* PURPOSE: Extract the central moments of multiple orders V
/* from an image. */
/
/*
/A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <dos.h>
/*********** Global Declarations ***********/
char p[16][16]; /* Pointer to BIG buffer in memory. */
/A-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/*
*/
/* Function: Integer Power */
/* */
/* Description: This function computes the power.for integers V
/* */
/AA-A-A-A-A-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAA-AA-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
int integer_power (int x, int i)
{
int j, k;
k= 1;
for (j=l;j<=i;j++)
k = k * x;
return k;
}
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* V
/* Function: Float Power */
/* V
/* Description: This function computes the power.for floats V
/* */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
float float_power (float x, int i)
{
int j;
float k;
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k= 1.0;
for (j=l;j<=i;j++)
k = k * x;
return k;
}
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-Ay
/* */
/* Function: Moments */
/* */
/* Description: Compute moment of order ij */
/* */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAy
long moments (int i, int j)
{
int ii, jj;
long m;
m = 0;
/* Compute sum of ii**i * jj**j */
for (ii=0; ii<16; ii++)
for(jj=0;jj<16;jj++)
if (p[ii][jj] =='#')
m+= (long)integer_power(ii,i) * (long)integer_power(jj,j);
return m;
}
/AAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
*//* J
/* Function: Central Moments */
/* */
/* Description: Compute Central Moment of order i,j */
/* /
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
float central_moments (int i, int j)
{
long ii, jj;
long mOO, mlO, mOl;
float ci, cj, res;
/* Normalization ofmoments to central moments to
eliminate bias */
/* based on translation of images requires the
calculation of */
/* MOO, MlO, and MOl. V
mOO = moments(0, 0);
mlO = moments(l, 0);
mOl = moments(0, 1);
ci = ( float)mlO/( float)mOO;
cj = (float)m01/(float)m00;
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/* Sum of ((ii - cmi)
** i) * ((jj - cmj) ** j) */
res = 0;
for (ii=0; ii<16; ii++)
for(jj=0;jj<16;jj++)
if (p[]DJl =='#')
res += float_power(ii-ci,i) * float_power(jj-cj,j);
return res;
}
/A-AA-AAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A-A-A-AAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAA-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* */
/* Function: Main */
/* V
/* Description: Compute Central Moments of up to 9 orders of an V
/* image. */
/* */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
void main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
char *filename, buff[25];
int i, j, num_moments, moment_num;
char k, d;
int found;
int c, notdoneyet, row[55], col[55];
FILE *fp, *fpo;
float results[55];
int total_moments[10];
row[0] =
row[5] =
row[10]
row[15]
row[20]
row[25]
row[30]
row[35]
row[40]
row[45]
row[50]
0; row[l] = 1; row[2] = 0; row[3] = 2; row[4] = 0;
1; row[6] = 3; row[7] = 0; row[8] = 2; row[9] = 1;
= 4; row[ll] = 0; row[12] = 3; row[13] = 1; row[14] = 2
= 5; row[16] = 0; row[17] = 4; row[18] = 1; row[19] = 3
= 2; row[21] = 6; row[22] = 0; row[23] = 5; row[24] = 1
= 4; row[26] = 2; row[27] = 3; row[28] = 7; row[29] = 0
= 6; row[31] = 1; row[32] = 5; row[33] = 2; row[34] = 4
= 3; row[36] = 8; row[37] = 0; row[38] = 7; row[39] = 1
= 6; row[41] = 2; row[42] = 5; row[43] = 3; row[44] = 4
= 9; row[46] = 0; row[47] = 8; row[48] = 1; row[49]
= 7
= 2; row[51] = 6; row[52] = 3; row[53] = 5; row[54] = 4:
col[0] =
col[5] =
col[10]
col[15]
col[20]
col[25]
col[30]
col[35]
col[40]
col[45]
col[50]
0; col[l] = 0; col[2] = 1; col[3] = 0; col[4] = 2;
1; col[6] = 0; col[7] = 3; col[8] = 1; col[9] = 2;
= 0; col[ll] = 4; col[12] = 1; col[13] = 3; col[14]
= 2
= 0; col[16] = 5; col[17] = 1; col[18] = 4; col[19]
= 2
= 3; col[21] = 0; col[22] = 6; col[23] = 1; col[24]
= 5
= 2; col[26] = 4; col[27] = 3; col[28] = 0; col[29]
= 7
= 1; col[31] = 6; col[32] = 2; col[33] = 5; col[34]
= 3
= 4; col[36] = 0; col[37] = 8; col[38] = 1; col[39]
= 7
= 2; col[41] = 6; col[42] = 3; col[43] = 5; col[44]
= 4:
= 0; col[46] = 9; col[47] = 1; col[48] = 8; col[49]
= 2
= 7; col[51] = 3; col[52] = 6; col[53] = 4; col[54] = 5
total_moments[0] = 1;
F-3
total_moments[l] = 3;
total_moments[2] = 6;
total_moments[3] = 10;
totaLmoments[4] = 15;
total_moments[5] = 21;
total_moments[6] = 28;
total_moments[7] = 36;
total_moments[8] = 45;
total_moments[9] = 55;
if (argc == 1)
{
printf("Central Moments by Jeffrey R. Pink April 20, 1995\n\n");
found = 0;
do
{
printf("Enter File Name to Compute Central Moments:\n");
gets(filename);
if ((fp = fopen(filename,"r")) != NULL)
found = 1;
}
while (found ==0);
found = 0;
do
{
printf("Enter File Name to Write Central Moment Results To:\n");
gets(filename);
fpo = fopen(filename,"w");
found = 1;
}
while (found == 0);
do
{
printf("\n");
printff'Enter Order of Central Moments:\n");
printf(" 0) Zero Order ( 1 total)\n");
printf(" 1) First Order ( 3 total)\n");
printf(" 2) Second Order ( 6 total)\n");
printf(" 3) Third Order (10 total)\n");
printf(" 4) Fourth Order (15 total)\n");
printf(" 5) Fifth Order (21 total)\n");
printf(" 6) Sixth Order (28 total)\n");
printff 7) Seventh Order (36 total)\n");
printf(" 8) Eight Order (45 total)\n");
printfC 9) Ninth Order (55 total)\n");
gets(buff);
sscanf(buff, "%d", &num_moments);
}
while ( (num_moments < 0) II (num_moments > 9) );
}
else
{
fp = fopen(argv[l],"r");
fpo = fopen(argv[2],"w");
F-4
num_moments = atoi(argv[3]);
/* Read in the image file */
i = 0;
j = 0;
while ((fscanf(fp, "%c", &d)) != EOF)
{
if (d==")
{
p[i][j] =
' ';
j++;
}
else if (d == '#')
{
p[i][j] = '#';
j++;
}
if (j > 15)
{
j = 0;
i++;
}
}
fclose (fp);
/* Compute moments V
moment_num = 0;
do
{
results [moment_num] = central_moments(row[moment_num], col[moment_num]);
moment_num++;
} while (moment_num < total_moments[num_moments]);
/* Write Results V
for (i=0; i<total_moments[num_moments]; i++)
fprintf(fpo, "%f ", resultsfi]);
fclose(fpo);
} /* end main(). */
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Appendix G
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
/* */
/* FILE NAME: CHAIN8.C */
/*
*/
/* AUTHOR: Jeffrey R. Pink */
/*
*/
/* DATE: 04/20/95 */
/*
*/
/* PURPOSE: Extract the 8-neighbor chain code from an image V
/*
*/
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <dos.h>
/aaaaaaaaaaa Global Declarations ***********/
charp[16][16]; /* Pointer to BIG buffer in memory. V
yAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-AA-AAy
/* */
/* Function: Main V
/* */
/* Description: This function computes the chain codes */
/* */
/AA AA AAAAAA AAAAAAA-AAA-AA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-A-A AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-A-AA-A-AA-A-A-A-A-AAAA AAAA-AA-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA /
void main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
char *filename, buff[25];
char k, d;
int found, i, j, start_x, start_y, n, dii, ii, jj, r;
int c, direction_x[9], direction_y[9], x, y, dxx, last_direction, xx;
FILE *fp, *fpo;
int chain_codes[256];
/* Define the index offset for each of the eight directions. */
direction_x[0] = 0; direction_x[l] = -1;
direction_x[2] = -1; direction_x[3] = -1;
direction_x[4] = 0; direction_x[5] = 1;
direction_x[6] = 1; direction_x[7] = 1;
direction_y[0] = 1; direction_y[l] = 1;
direction_y[2] = 0; direction_y[3] = -1;
direction_y[4] = -1; direction_y[5] = -1;
direction_y[6] = 0; direction_y[7] = 1;
/* Initialize chain code results */
for (x=0; x<256; x++)
chain_codes[x] = -1;
if (argc == 1 )
printf("Chain Code 8 by Jeffrey R. Pink April 20, 1995\n\n");
G-l
found = 0;
do
{
printf("Enter File Name to Compute Chain Code 8 Values:\n");
gets(filename);
if ((fp = fopen(filename,"r")) != NULL)
found = 1;
}
while (found == 0);
found = 0;
do
{
printf("Enter File Name to Write Chain Code 8 Results To:\n");
gets(filename);
if ((fpo = fopen(filename,"w")) != NULL)
found = 1;
}
while (found == 0);
else
{
fp = fopen(argv[l],"r");
fpo = fopen(argv[2],"w");
}
/* Read in the image file */
i = 0;
j = 0;
while ((fscanf(fp, "%c", &d)) != EOF)
{
if(d==")
{
pmB] =
' ';
j++;
}
else if (d =='#')
{
p[i][j] = '#';
j++;
}
if a > is)
{
j-0;
i++;
1
}
fclose (fp);
/* Find and initialize for starting pixel */
found = 0;
x = 0;
y = 0;
G-2
do
{
if (PM[y] == '#')
{
found = 1;
}
else
I
++;
if(y>=16)
{
y = 0;
x++;
if (x>= 16)
found = 1;
}
while (found == 0);
start_x = x;
start_)' = y;
n = 0;
last_direction = 4;
do
{
found = 0;
dii = -1;
d = 100;
/* Find the next image pixel */
for (ii = last_direction + 1; ii<last_direction+8; ii++)
{
jj = ii%8;
/* If index is within pixel boundaries */
if ( ( (direction_x[jj]+x >= 0) && (direction_x[jj]+x < 16) ) && (
(direction_y[jj]+y >= 0) && (direction_y[jj]+y < 16) ) )
{
if (p[direction_x[jj]+x][direction_y[jj]+y] == '#*)
i
dii = jj;
found = 1;
break;
}
}
}
/* If next image pixel found. */
if (found==l)
{
if (n<256)
chain_codes[n++] = dii; /* Save the direction as code */
G-3
x += direction_x[dii];
y += direction_y[dii];
last_direction = (dii+5)%8;
}
else
break; /* NO next pixel */
if (n> 256) break;
}
while ( (x != start_x) II (y != start_y) ); /* Stop when next to start pixel */
/* Write Results */
printf("Chain Code 8: %d\n", n);
for (i=0; i<256; i++)
fprintf(fpo, "%i ", chain_codes[i]);
fclose(fpo);
/* end main(). */
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